The 9D spin model was initially discovered in the mathematical analysis of space analysis was that a strange, heretofore unexplained constant related to fermions, namely the Cabibbo mixing angle, could not be derived with the dimensional finite vortical (spin) model proposed by (TDVP). It could not be derived from any other n mixing angle findings are also supported analytically by demonstrating that electrons exhibit intrinsic spin based on their angular momentum. Our derivations also show that electrons cannot be completely spherical in our current 3 dimensional space physical reality because the speed of light would have to exceed 300,000K per second locally, which violates the most basic principle of special and general relativity. The finding of 9 dimensional spin appears to have also bee angle works out at 13.038 degrees. The 9D spin model was initially discovered in the mathematical analysis of space analysis was that a strange, heretofore unexplained constant related to fermions, namely the Cabibbo mixing angle, could not be derived with the dimensional finite vortical (spin) model proposed by (TDVP). It could not be derived from any other n mixing angle findings are also supported analytically by demonstrating that electrons exhibit intrinsic spin based on their angular momentum. Our derivations also show that electrons cannot be completely spherical in our current 3 dimensional space physical reality because the speed of light would have to exceed 300,000K per second locally, which violates the most basic principle of special and general relativity. The finding of 9 dimensional spin appears to have also bee angle works out at 13.038 degrees. The 9D spin model was initially discovered in the mathematical analysis of space analysis was that a strange, heretofore unexplained constant related to fermions, namely the Cabibbo mixing angle, could not be derived with the dimensional finite vortical (spin) model proposed by (TDVP). It could not be derived from any other n mixing angle findings are also supported analytically by demonstrating that electrons exhibit intrinsic spin based on their angular momentum. Our derivations also show that electrons cannot be completely spherical in our current 3 dimensional space physical reality because the speed of light would have to exceed 300,000K per second locally, which violates the most basic principle of special and general relativity. The finding of 9 dimensional spin appears to have also bee angle works out at 13.038 degrees. The 9D spin model was initially discovered in the mathematical analysis of space analysis was that a strange, heretofore unexplained constant related to fermions, namely the Cabibbo mixing angle, could not be derived with the Standard Model of Physics, yet it could be derived by applying the 9 dimensional finite vortical (spin) model proposed by (TDVP). It could not be derived from any other n-dimensional model such as n = mixing angle findings are also supported analytically by demonstrating that electrons exhibit intrinsic spin based on their angular momentum. Our derivations also show that electrons cannot be completely spherical in our current 3 dimensional space physical reality because the speed of light would have to exceed 300,000K per second locally, which violates the most basic principle of special and general relativity. The finding of 9 dimensional spin appears to have also been replicated mathematically through a thought experiment where the The 9D spin model was initially discovered in the mathematical analysis of space analysis was that a strange, heretofore unexplained constant related to fermions, namely the Cabibbo mixing Standard Model of Physics, yet it could be derived by applying the 9 dimensional finite vortical (spin) model proposed by the T dimensional model such as n = mixing angle findings are also supported analytically by demonstrating that electrons exhibit intrinsic spin based on their angular momentum. Our derivations also show that electrons cannot be completely spherical in our current 3 dimensional space physical reality because the speed of light would have to exceed 300,000K per second locally, which violates the most basic principle of special and general relativity. The finding of 9 n replicated mathematically through a thought experiment where the 9 dimensions, angle, angular momentum, asymmetry, Bell curve, Cabibbo angle, standard model of Triadic Dimensional Distinction Vortical Paradigm fifth mystery: demonstrating 9 spinning dimensions via deriving the Cabibbo
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The 'strings' in the various String Theories generally involve the 'curling' or 'folding' into extra dimensions, and do not usually regard 'spin' as the major requirement for more ns. It's an irony, too, that the String Theories apparently remain unproven CKM: In 1964 , experimental data implied that in certain cases, asymmetric weak-force transitions could occur and conservation of Charge times parity, previously thought to be required as part of the law of conservation of mass and energy, was not conserved. Observing that the CP-violation could not be explained in a four el, Kobayashi and Maskawa generalized the Cabibbo matrix into the Cabibbo-Kobayashi matrix) to keep track of the weak decays of the three generations of with the broader CKM 3 matrices ; or applying other particles; none deal with dimensions per se though there are clues. For example, another Dr Close (FE Close) points out the discrepanci the Standard Model of the vector model links other angles like the Weinberg mixing angle .
There are few books of theoretical physics that even discuss this. One such is Martin's and even then only briefly points out how the Cabibbo mixing calculations can incorporate suppressed delays participating in the weak interactions via linear combinations applying the lepton quark asymmetry to doublets owing new vertices to be generated. Applying the 13.04 value allows the previously forbidden decays with a suppressed sine squared (theta C) The problem of deriving an angle from dimensions that had not been defined Because the Cabibbo angle of 13.04 degrees cannot be derived from the prevalent current Standard Model of Particle Physics, it appears that the derivation problem may have been neglected as there was lack of progress made by applying the Standard Model with its actual cally derived value perplexed scientists for Close and Neppe, 2013 But we have found no evidence that anyone has attempted to explain mixing angle using a 9 This value is not obtained dimensional model including the Standard Model of Particle Physics Nor can it be derived from the various String Theory models, which are diffe triadic dimensional distinction vortical paradigm
The 'strings' in the various String Theories generally involve the 'curling' or 'folding' into extra dimensions, and do not usually regard 'spin' as the major requirement for more ns. It's an irony, too, that the String Theories apparently remain unproven CKM: In 1964 , experimental data implied that in certain cases, force transitions could occur and conservation of Charge times parity, previously thought to be required as part of the law of conservation of mass and energy, was not conserved.
violation could not be explained in a four el, Kobayashi and Maskawa generalized the Cabibbo Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix (or CKM matrix) to keep track of the weak decays of the three generations of matrices (Krokovny and ; or There are few books of theoretical physics that even discuss this. One such is . Martin points out how the Cabibbo mixing calculations can incorporate suppressed delays participating in the weak interactions via linear combinations applying the lepton quark asymmetry to doublets owing new vertices to be generated. Applying the 13.04 value allows the previously forbidden decays with a suppressed sine squared (theta C) .
The problem of deriving an angle from dimensions that had not been defined angle of 13.04 degrees cannot be derived from the prevalent current Standard Model of Particle Physics, it appears that the derivation problem may have been neglected as there was lack of progress made by with its actual cally derived value perplexed scientists for Close and Neppe, 2013;  2014; But we have found no evidence that anyone has attempted to explain mixing angle using a 9-D spin This value is not obtained dimensional model including the Standard Model of Particle Physics applied to Nor can it be derived from the various String Theory models, which are different from triadic dimensional distinction vortical paradigm
violation could not be explained in a four el, Kobayashi and Maskawa generalized the Cabibbo Maskawa matrix (or CKM matrix) to keep track of the weak decays of the three generations of There are few books of theoretical physics that even discuss this. One such is Martin's and . Martin points out how the Cabibbo mixing calculations can incorporate suppressed delays participating in the weak interactions via linear combinations applying the lepton quark asymmetry to doublets owing new vertices to be generated. Applying the 13.04 value allows the previously forbidden decays with a suppressed sine squared (theta C)
The problem of deriving an angle from angle of 13.04 degrees cannot be derived from the prevalent current Standard Model of Particle Physics, it appears that the derivation problem may have been neglected as there was lack of progress made by with its actual cally derived value perplexed scientists for 2014; But we have found no evidence that anyone has attempted to explain D spin This value is not obtained dimensional model including applied to
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violation could not be explained in a fourel, Kobayashi and Maskawa generalized the Cabibbo Maskawa matrix (or CKM matrix) to keep track of the weak decays of the three generations of mathematically: Some would say that's why they are still 'theories'. In addition, no String Theories to our knowledge have postulated or derived a total Theories do not allow for any kind of consciousness, nor do they generally specifically postulate Multidimensional Time, often speaking of poorly defined space By contrast, the TDVP model is based on logic, scientific evidence and mathematics with empirical justifications, like the derivation of the Cabibbo angle, allowing mathematical support for the existence of 9 spin dimensions. It produces strong empirical evidence for more than one dimensi need for consciousness to be included in any equation describing reality 2014b can be derived easily by applying the relatively simple angular momentum with appropriate relativistic adjustments to the dynamic rotation of elementary particles as nine 
Hypotheses
We hypothesized that the objects of reality are, or can under certain conditions be, nine dimensional. Specifically, this general hypothesis was linked with the specific Cabibbo one: definitive mathematical derivation: We demonstrate how the fermion mixing angle (such as the Cabibbo angle) can be der dimensional spin model preliminarily strongly demonstrating the feasibility of TDVP 2B. The sixth mystery: how to mathematically derive the Cabibbo mixing angle in fermions We show how only a 9 (spin) model allows a mathematical derivation consistent with experimental data Neppe, 2013 Particle Physics involving 4 mathematically: Some would say that's why they are still 'theories'. In addition, no String Theories to our knowledge have postulated or derived a total of 9 dimensions.
Perhaps m Theories do not allow for any kind of consciousness, nor do they generally specifically postulate Multidimensional Time, often speaking of poorly defined space By contrast, the TDVP model is based on logic, scientific evidence and mathematics with empirical justifications, like the derivation of the Cabibbo angle, allowing mathematical support for the existence of 9 spin dimensions. It produces strong empirical evidence for more than one dimension of time, and argues for the profound need for consciousness to be included in any equation describing reality 2014b). And yet, this Cabibbo derivation result can be derived easily by applying the relatively simple mathematics of the conservation of angular momentum with appropriate relativistic adjustments to the dynamic rotation of elementary particles as nine .
We hypothesized that the objects of reality are, or can under certain conditions be, nine dimensional. Specifically, this general hypothesis was linked with the specific Cabibbo one:
 the calculation using the 9 dimensional spin model will produce the 13.04 degree figure;
 this figure is falsified applying a model with any other number of dimensions.
We provide what we believe to be a definitive mathematical derivation: We demonstrate how the fermion mixing angle (such as the Cabibbo angle) can be der dimensional spin model preliminarily strongly demonstrating the feasibility of TDVP Neppe, 2014) .
2B. The sixth mystery: how to mathematically derive the Cabibbo mixing angle in fermions
We show how only a 9 (spin) model allows a mathematical derivation nsistent with experimental data Neppe, 2013) . Hence both the Standard Model of Particle Physics involving 4 mathematically: Some would say that's why they are still 'theories'. In addition, no String Theories to our knowledge have postulated or derived a of 9 dimensions.
Perhaps most pertinent of all, String Theories do not allow for any kind of consciousness, nor do they generally specifically postulate Multidimensional Time, often speaking of poorly defined space-like or time By contrast, the TDVP model is based on logic, scientific evidence and mathematics with empirical justifications, like the derivation of the Cabibbo angle, allowing mathematical support for the existence of 9 spin dimensions. It produces strong empirical evidence for more than one on of time, and argues for the profound need for consciousness to be included in any equation describing reality And yet, this Cabibbo derivation result can be derived easily by applying the relatively mathematics of the conservation of angular momentum with appropriate relativistic adjustments to the dynamic rotation of elementary particles as nine  We hypothesized that the objects of reality are, or can under certain conditions be, nine dimensional. Specifically, this general hypothesis was linked with the specific Cabibbo one: the calculation using the 9 dimensional spin model will produce the 13.04 degree figure; this figure is falsified applying a model with any other number of dimensions.
We provide what we believe to be a definitive mathematical derivation: We demonstrate how the fermion mixing angle (such as the Cabibbo angle) can be der dimensional spin model preliminarily strongly demonstrating the feasibility of TDVP 2B. The sixth mystery: how to mathematically derive the Cabibbo mixing angle in fermions We show how only a 9 (spin) model allows a mathematical derivation nsistent with experimental data Hence both the Standard Model of Particle Physics involving 4 www.neuroquantology.com mathematically: Some would say that's why they are still 'theories'. In addition, no String Theories to our knowledge have postulated or derived a ost pertinent of all, String Theories do not allow for any kind of consciousness, nor do they generally specifically postulate Multidimensional Time, often speaking like or time-like 'spaces'. By contrast, the TDVP model is based on logic, scientific evidence and mathematics with empirical justifications, like the derivation of the Cabibbo angle, allowing mathematical support for the existence of 9 spin dimensions. It produces strong empirical evidence for more than one on of time, and argues for the profound need for consciousness to be included in any equation describing reality (Neppe and Close, And yet, this Cabibbo derivation result can be derived easily by applying the relatively mathematics of the conservation of angular momentum with appropriate relativistic adjustments to the dynamic rotation of elementary particles as nine-dimensional objects. We hypothesized that the objects of reality are, or can under certain conditions be, nine dimensional. Specifically, this general hypothesis was linked with the specific Cabibbo one: the calculation using the 9 dimensional spin model will produce the 13.04 this figure is falsified applying a model with any other number of dimensions.
We provide what we believe to be a definitive mathematical derivation: We demonstrate how the fermion mixing angle (such as the Cabibbo angle) can be derived from a 9 dimensional spin model preliminarily strongly demonstrating the feasibility of TDVP We provide what we believe to be a remarkable mathematical derivation: We demonstrate how the fermion mixing angle (such as the Cabibbo angle) can be derived from a 9 dimensional spin model preliminarily strongly demonstrating the feasibility of TDVP for this 13.04 degree value of the mixing angle has mystifi be derived from the Standard Model of Particle Physics that applies 3S any other dimensional model 2014b).
The constants we have utilized in our calculation are well determined historically to five or more significant figures. They are logically justified as appropriate for utilization in the derivation of the fluctuating mixing angles that ultimately achieve stability at approximately 13.04 degrees, i.e. mixing angle. What is new, however, is that we derive the Cabibbo mixing type angle by applying dimensional extrapolation to our 9 TDVP spin model.
Briefly, Close applied our mathematical technique of dimensional extrapolation to our 9 dimensional (vortical) model of finite reality taking into account key, pertinent well calculated to at least fi The principle of the conservation of angular momentum allowed calculation of the spinning velocity of a free electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom. v e , calculated as 2.9974 x10 fraction of the speed of light, requiring applying the relativistic correction by of the Lorentz contraction, contraction equation formula, as the relativistic adjustment to observation and measurement in the mathematical dimensionometry Lorentz contraction equation factor accounts for 4 Dimensionometry involves the geometry of multidimensionality.
NeuroQuantology | September 201 Close and Neppe., Translating fifteen mysteries of the universe 5150 various String Theories (none of which involve 9 dimensional spin) fa angle at 13.032. This finding can by applying the dynamic rotation of elementary particles as nine-dimensional objects (applied to 5 significant figures) Neppe and Close, 2014a We provide what we believe to be a remarkable mathematical derivation: We demonstrate how the fermion mixing angle (such as the Cabibbo angle) can be derived from a 9 dimensional spin model preliminarily strongly demonstrating the feasibility of TDVP for this 13.04 degree value of the mixing angle has mystified scientists for 50 years and cannot be derived from the Standard Model of Particle Physics that applies 3S any other dimensional model
The constants we have utilized in our ion are well-known. They are accurately determined historically to five or more significant figures. They are logically justified as appropriate for utilization in the derivation of the fluctuating mixing angles that ultimately achieve stability at mately 13.04 degrees, i.e. mixing angle. What is new, however, is that we derive the Cabibbo mixing type angle by applying dimensional extrapolation to our 9 TDVP spin model. Briefly, Close (Close and Neppe, 2013 applied our mathematical technique of dimensional extrapolation to our 9 dimensional ) model of finite reality taking into account key, pertinent well calculated to at least fi The principle of the conservation of angular momentum allowed calculation of the spinning velocity of a free electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom. With this approach, the velocity, , calculated as 2.9974 x10 fraction of the speed of light, requiring applying the relativistic correction by of the Lorentz contraction, Ɣ. We, therefore applied the Lorentz contraction equation formula, various String Theories (none of which involve 9 dimensional spin) fail. We derive the mixing This finding can by applying the dynamic rotation of elementary dimensional objects (applied to 5 significant figures) Neppe, 2013 Neppe and Close, 2014a; We provide what we believe to be a remarkable mathematical derivation: We demonstrate how the fermion mixing angle (such as the Cabibbo angle) can be derived from a 9 dimensional spin model preliminarily strongly demonstrating the feasibility of TDVP for this 13.04 degree value of the mixing angle ed scientists for 50 years and cannot be derived from the Standard Model of Particle Physics that applies 3S-1t and is falsified using any other dimensional model (Neppe and Close, The constants we have utilized in our known. They are accurately determined historically to five or more significant figures. They are logically justified as appropriate for utilization in the derivation of the fluctuating mixing angles that ultimately achieve stability at mately 13.04 degrees, i.e. mixing angle. What is new, however, is that we derive the Cabibbo mixing type angle by applying dimensional extrapolation to our 9
Close and Neppe, 2013 applied our mathematical technique of dimensional extrapolation to our 9 dimensional ) model of finite reality taking into account key, pertinent well-recognized measures, calculated to at least five significant figures.
The principle of the conservation of angular momentum allowed calculation of the spinning velocity of a free electron stripped from a With this approach, the velocity, , calculated as 2.9974 x10 8 m/sec is a large fraction of the speed of light, requiring applying the relativistic correction by of the Lorentz . We, therefore applied the Lorentz contraction equation formula, various String Theories (none of which involve 9
We derive the mixing This finding can only be derived by applying the dynamic rotation of elementary dimensional objects (applied to Neppe, 2013 2014b) .
We provide what we believe to be a remarkable mathematical derivation: We demonstrate how the fermion mixing angle (such as the Cabibbo angle) can be derived from a 9 dimensional spin model preliminarily strongly demonstrating the feasibility of TDVP. The reason for this 13.04 degree value of the mixing angle ed scientists for 50 years and cannot be derived from the Standard Model of Particle 1t and is falsified using Neppe and Close,
The constants we have utilized in our known. They are accurately determined historically to five or more significant figures. They are logically justified as appropriate for utilization in the derivation of the fluctuating mixing angles that ultimately achieve stability at mately 13.04 degrees, i.e., the Cabibbo mixing angle. What is new, however, is that we derive the Cabibbo mixing type angle by applying dimensional extrapolation to our 9-dimensional Close and Neppe, 2013) applied our mathematical technique of dimensional extrapolation to our 9 dimensional ) model of finite reality taking into recognized measures, ve significant figures.
The principle of the conservation of angular momentum allowed calculation of the spinning velocity of a free electron stripped from a With this approach, the velocity, m/sec is a large fraction of the speed of light, requiring applying the relativistic correction by of the Lorentz . We, therefore applied the Lorentz various String Theories (none of which involve 9-We derive the mixing be derived by applying the dynamic rotation of elementary dimensional objects (applied to Close and Neppe, 2013;  We provide what we believe to be a remarkable mathematical derivation: We demonstrate how the fermion mixing angle (such as the Cabibbo angle) can be derived from a 9-dimensional spin model preliminarily strongly . The reason for this 13.04 degree value of the mixing angle ed scientists for 50 years and cannot be derived from the Standard Model of Particle 1t and is falsified using Neppe and Close,
The constants we have utilized in our known. They are accurately determined historically to five or more significant figures. They are logically justified as appropriate for utilization in the derivation of the fluctuating mixing angles that ultimately achieve stability at the Cabibbo mixing angle. What is new, however, is that we derive the Cabibbo mixing type angle by applying dimensional ) had applied our mathematical technique of dimensional extrapolation to our 9 dimensional ) model of finite reality taking into recognized measures, 
Other justifying principles
The angle for each rotation is required to be 90 degrees. This is because, while rotation of any angle results in a projecti when content is involved (e.g., a spinning elementary particle), rotation of any less or any more than 90 degrees leads to destructive instability becomes disruptive and wobbly relative to the particle's intrinsic spin. dimensional elementary particle to exist as a stable physical object in 3S electron, each of the n dimensions must be orthogonal to all of the other dimensions. 
The angle for each rotation is required to be 90 degrees. This is because, while of any angle results in a projection into another plane, when content is involved (e.g., a spinning elementary particle), rotation of any less or any more than 90 degrees leads to destructive instability becomes disruptive and wobbly relative to the particle's intrinsic spin. dimensional elementary particle to exist as a stable physical object in 3S electron, each of the n dimensions must be orthogonal to all of the other dimensions. Applying variants of the echanical theories such as the enhagen interpretation of physics (or the many alternative explanations to it), the plane involved becomes pertinent only when observed and measured. Importantly, with substantial content, each dimension must become orthogonal to every other dimension because, as soon as there is , there must be conservation of angular momentum in 3S The angle for each rotation is required to be 90 degrees. This is because, while out of a spinning plane on into another plane, when content is involved (e.g., a spinning elementary particle), rotation of any less or any more than 90 degrees leads to destructive instability-the rotation becomes disruptive and wobbly relative to the particle's intrinsic spin. Thus, for an n dimensional elementary particle to exist as a stable physical object in 3S electron, each of the n dimensions must be orthogonal to all of the other dimensions. The angle for each rotation is required to be 90 degrees. This is because, while out of a spinning plane on into another plane, when content is involved (e.g., a spinning elementary particle), rotation of any less or any more than 90 degrees leads to the rotation becomes disruptive and wobbly relative to Thus, for an ndimensional elementary particle to exist as a stable physical object in 3S-1t, say an electron, each of the n dimensions must be orthogonal to all of the other dimensions. We applied the co momentum of an electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom. The conservation of the angular momentum of an electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom is represented mathematically by remove = romovo = h/2π, where re is the Lorentz radius of the electron, ro is the radius of the Bohr atom, me is the mass of the free electron, mo is the mass of the electron in orbit around the H atom, ve is the spin velocity of the free electron, vo is the velocity of the electron in orbit around the H atom, angular momentum of the electron to a quantized unit of angular momentum, and me = mo/ α (where α is the fine assume that the force stripping the electron from the H atom is exactly equal to the k of the electron, calculated to be E = ½ movo2 = 2. 18 joules or 13. 6 Ev, also called the energy of ionization of Hydrogen.
We account for a charged particle spin creating a magnetic moment. Mathematically, this model continues to obey the i rules, and the real number rules as the necessarily, requires orthogonal rotation to avoid instability. Any other orientation prevents particle combination and/or leads to dissolution of the The use of the Bohr radius (of the Hydrogen atom) is justified because we are using the measured value not the expected value. The Bohr radius is a finite value brought out of the range of possible values by actual observation and The "Bohr atom" is non calculation ultimately reflects the observation of electrons from the relative standpoint of 3S 9 dimensions. We have used radians as a measure of angles where appropriate, calculation of the Cabibbo / Fermion mixing angles. The "radian" is the natural standard unit of angular measure, used in many areas of mathematics, and it is logical for use here because it simplifies the calculations.
We applied the co momentum of an electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom. The conservation of the angular momentum of an electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom is represented mathematically by remove = romovo = h/2π, where re is the Lorentz f the electron, ro is the radius of the Bohr atom, me is the mass of the free electron, mo is the mass of the electron in orbit around the H atom, ve is the spin velocity of the free electron, vo is the velocity of the electron in orbit around the H atom, h/2π is the constant converting the angular momentum of the electron to a quantized unit of angular momentum, and me = mo/ α (where α is the fine assume that the force stripping the electron from the H atom is exactly equal to the k of the electron, calculated to be E = ½ movo2 = 2. 18 joules or 13. 6 Ev, also called the energy of ionization of Hydrogen.
We account for a charged particle spin creating a magnetic moment. Mathematically, this model continues to obey the interval-ratio scale, the orthogonality rules, and the real number rules as the the "Bohr radius" of the Hydrogen atom = 5. 2917x10 necessarily, requires orthogonal rotation to avoid instability. Any other orientation prevents particle combination and/or leads to dissolution of the vortical form in The use of the Bohr radius (of the Hydrogen atom) is justified because we are using the measured value not the expected value. The Bohr radius is a finite value brought out of the range of possible values by actual observation and The "Bohr atom" is non-relativistic. The calculation ultimately reflects the observation of electrons from the relative standpoint of 3S-1t even though existing in
We have used radians as a measure of angles where appropriate, calculation of the Cabibbo / Fermion mixing angles. The "radian" is the natural standard unit of angular measure, used in many areas of mathematics, and it is logical for use here because it simplifies the We applied the conservation of the angular momentum of an electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom. The conservation of the angular momentum of an electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom is represented mathematically by remove = romovo = h/2π, where re is the Lorentz f the electron, ro is the radius of the Bohr atom, me is the mass of the free electron, mo is the mass of the electron in orbit around the H atom, ve is the spin velocity of the free electron, vo is the velocity of the electron in orbit around h/2π is the constant converting the angular momentum of the electron to a quantized unit of angular momentum, and me = mo/ α (where α is the fine-structure constant). We assume that the force stripping the electron from the H atom is exactly equal to the k of the electron, calculated to be E = ½ movo2 = 2. 18 joules or 13. 6 Ev, also called the energy of ionization of Hydrogen.
We account for a charged particle spin creating a magnetic moment. Mathematically, this model continues to ratio scale, the orthogonality rules, and the real number rules as the the "Bohr radius" of the Hydrogen atom = 5. 2917x10 necessarily, requires orthogonal rotation to avoid instability. Any other orientation prevents particle combination and/or leads vortical form in 3S- We have used radians as a measure of angles where appropriate, to facilitate the calculation of the Cabibbo / Fermion mixing angles. The "radian" is the natural standard unit of angular measure, used in many areas of mathematics, and it is logical for use here because it simplifies the nservation of the angular momentum of an electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom. The conservation of the angular momentum of an electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom is represented mathematically by remove = romovo = h/2π, where re is the Lorentz f the electron, ro is the radius of the Bohr atom, me is the mass of the free electron, mo is the mass of the electron in orbit around the H atom, ve is the spin velocity of the free electron, vo is the velocity of the electron in orbit around h/2π is the constant converting the angular momentum of the electron to a quantized unit of angular momentum, and me = mo/ α structure constant). We assume that the force stripping the electron from the H atom is exactly equal to the kinetic energy of the electron, calculated to be E = ½ movo2 = 2. 18 joules or 13. 6 Ev, also called the energy of
We account for a charged particle spin Mathematically, this model continues to ratio scale, the orthogonality rules, and the real number rules as the the "Bohr radius" of the Hydrogen atom = 5. 2917x10 -11 meter | Page 348-360 necessarily, requires orthogonal rotation to avoid instability. Any other orientation prevents particle combination and/or leads -1t.
The use of the Bohr radius (of the Hydrogen atom) is justified because we are using the measured value not the expected value. The Bohr radius is a finite value brought out of the range of possible values measurement.6 relativistic. The calculation ultimately reflects the observation of electrons from the relative 1t even though existing in
We have used radians as a measure of to facilitate the calculation of the Cabibbo / Fermion mixing angles. The "radian" is the natural standard unit of angular measure, used in many areas of mathematics, and it is logical for use here because it simplifies the nservation of the angular momentum of an electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom. The conservation of the angular momentum of an electron stripped from a Hydrogen atom is represented mathematically by remove = romovo = h/2π, where re is the Lorentz f the electron, ro is the radius of the Bohr atom, me is the mass of the free electron, mo is the mass of the electron in orbit around the H atom, ve is the spin velocity of the free electron, vo is the velocity of the electron in orbit around h/2π is the constant converting the angular momentum of the electron to a quantized unit of angular momentum, and me = mo/ α structure constant). We assume that the force stripping the electron from inetic energy of the electron, calculated to be E = ½ movo2 = 2. 18 joules or 13. 6 Ev, also called the energy of
We account for a charged particle spin Mathematically, this model continues to ratio scale, the orthogonality rules, and the real number rules as the meter. calculation is relative to the 3S even though at the higher finite dimensionalities, imaginary and complex numbers are involved. There is an interval connecti extent, but not of the ordinal elements of substance content. Where applicable, the Lorentz contraction is applied. Moreover, whereas we have proposed that ordinal elements are conceptually pertinent going beyond the fourth dimension ( 2013a) of essence. It is appropriate to analyze this data based on interval measures as this data to our current dimensional domain of our experience, namely 3S with our result supporting the hypothesis that the Cabibbo angle could be the result of the fields, waves and particles as hypothes current paradigm of modern physics. However, we, as sentient beings, may be able to distinguish only part of this finite reality, reflecting only our four and Close, 2013b) reflect part of the feasibility of the larger 9 dimensional spin (vortical) unified finite reality existence of the essential substrates Neppe, 2013; Neppe and Close, 2014a; 2C. The seventh m and intrinsic angular momentum These same principles can be applied to a new concept of intrinsic electron spin and intrinsic angular momentum. This becomes a very important component affecting future thinking in particle ph been recognized as rotational in the current paradigm, even though it contributes to angular momentum TDVP model thus far, we have hypothesized that the objects of reality are, or can be under certain finite conditions, nine elementary particles should be regarded as nine dimensional objects and that a nine object wil rotation, in effect, an additional ½ unit of angular momentum to return to the same quantum state with respect to the 3S observation. Certain elementary particles are said to have an intrinsic "s calculation is relative to the 3S even though at the higher finite dimensionalities, imaginary and complex numbers are involved. There is an interval connecti extent, but not of the ordinal elements of substance content. Where applicable, the Lorentz contraction is applied. Moreover, whereas we have proposed that ordinal elements are conceptually pertinent going beyond the fourth dimension (time) 2013a), these only exist as measures of substance of essence. It is appropriate to analyze this data based on interval measures as this data to our current dimensional domain of our experience, namely 3S
The covert reality: The finding of 9D spin with our result supporting the hypothesis that the Cabibbo angle could be the result of the fields, waves and particles as hypothes current paradigm of modern physics. However, we, as sentient beings, may be able to distinguish only part of this finite reality, reflecting only our four-dimensional subjective experience. and Close, 2013b) reflect part of the feasibility of the larger 9 dimensional spin (vortical) unified finite reality existence of the essential substrates Neppe, 2013; Neppe and Close, 2014a; .
2C. The seventh m and intrinsic angular momentum
These same principles can be applied to a new concept of intrinsic electron spin and intrinsic angular momentum. This becomes a very important component affecting future thinking in particle physics because intrinsic spin has not been recognized as rotational in the current paradigm, even though it contributes to angular momentum (Neppe and Close, 20 Based on the solid justifications of the TDVP model (Neppe and Close, 20 thus far, we have hypothesized that the objects of reality are, or can be under certain finite conditions, nine elementary particles should be regarded as nine dimensional objects and that a nine object will require an additional 180 degrees of rotation, in effect, an additional ½ unit of angular momentum to return to the same quantum state with respect to the 3S observation. Certain elementary particles are said to have an intrinsic "s calculation is relative to the 3S even though at the higher finite dimensionalities, imaginary and complex numbers are involved. There is an interval connecti extent, but not of the ordinal elements of substance content. Where applicable, the Lorentz contraction is applied. Moreover, whereas we have proposed that ordinal elements are conceptually pertinent going beyond the fourth time) ; , these only exist as measures of substance of essence. It is appropriate to analyze this data based on interval measures as this data to our current dimensional domain of our experience, namely 3S-1t.)
The covert reality: The finding of 9D spin with our result supporting the hypothesis that the Cabibbo angle could be the result of the fields, waves and particles as hypothes current paradigm of modern physics. However, we, as sentient beings, may be able to distinguish only part of this finite reality, reflecting only our dimensional subjective experience. and Close, 2013b) These, nevertheless, could reflect part of the feasibility of the larger 9 dimensional spin (vortical) unified finite reality existence of the essential substrates Neppe, 2013; Neppe and Close, 2014a;  2C. The seventh mystery: intrinsic electron spin and intrinsic angular momentum These same principles can be applied to a new concept of intrinsic electron spin and intrinsic angular momentum. This becomes a very important component affecting future thinking in ysics because intrinsic spin has not been recognized as rotational in the current paradigm, even though it contributes to angular (Neppe and Close, 20 Based on the solid justifications of the (Neppe and Close, 20 thus far, we have hypothesized that the objects of reality are, or can be under certain finite conditions, nine-dimensional: We postulate that elementary particles should be regarded as nine dimensional objects and that a nine l require an additional 180 degrees of rotation, in effect, an additional ½ unit of angular momentum to return to the same quantum state with respect to the 3S-1t reference frame of observation. Certain elementary particles are said to have an intrinsic "spin" of ½ www.neuroquantology.com calculation is relative to the 3S-1t domain. This is even though at the higher finite dimensionalities, imaginary and complex numbers are involved. There is an interval connection of dimensionality extent, but not of the ordinal elements of substance content. Where applicable, the Lorentz contraction is applied. Moreover, whereas we have proposed that ordinal elements are conceptually pertinent going beyond the fourth ; , these only exist as measures of substance of essence. It is appropriate to analyze this data based on interval measures as this data to our current dimensional domain of our The covert reality: The finding of 9D spin with our result supporting the hypothesis that the Cabibbo angle could be the result of the fields, waves and particles as hypothesized in the current paradigm of modern physics. However, we, as sentient beings, may be able to distinguish only part of this finite reality, reflecting only our dimensional subjective experience. These, nevertheless, could reflect part of the feasibility of the larger 9 dimensional spin (vortical) unified finite reality existence of the essential substrates Neppe, 2013; Neppe and Close, 2014a;  ystery: intrinsic electron spin and intrinsic angular momentum These same principles can be applied to a new concept of intrinsic electron spin and intrinsic angular momentum. This becomes a very important component affecting future thinking in ysics because intrinsic spin has not been recognized as rotational in the current paradigm, even though it contributes to angular .
Based on the solid justifications of the ; thus far, we have hypothesized that the objects of reality are, or can be under certain finite dimensional: We postulate that elementary particles should be regarded as nine dimensional objects and that a nine-dimensional l require an additional 180 degrees of rotation, in effect, an additional ½ unit of angular momentum to return to the same quantum state 1t reference frame of observation. Certain elementary particles are said pin" of ½ www.neuroquantology.com 351 1t domain. This is even though at the higher finite dimensionalities, imaginary and complex numbers are involved.
on of dimensionality extent, but not of the ordinal elements of substance content. Where applicable, the Lorentz contraction is applied. Moreover, whereas we have proposed that ordinal elements are conceptually pertinent going beyond the fourth ; , these only exist as measures of substance of essence. It is appropriate to analyze this data based on interval measures as this data is relative to our current dimensional domain of our The covert reality: The finding of 9D spin with our result supporting the hypothesis that the Cabibbo angle could be the result of the fields, ized in the current paradigm of modern physics. However, we, as sentient beings, may be able to distinguish only part of this finite reality, reflecting only our dimensional subjective experience. (Neppe These, nevertheless, could reflect part of the feasibility of the larger 9-dimensional spin (vortical) unified finite reality existence of the essential substrates (Close and Neppe, 2013; Neppe and Close, 2014a;  ystery: intrinsic electron spin These same principles can be applied to a new concept of intrinsic electron spin and intrinsic angular momentum. This becomes a very important component affecting future thinking in ysics because intrinsic spin has not been recognized as rotational in the current paradigm, even though it contributes to angular .
Based on the solid justifications of the 12a; 2011). thus far, we have hypothesized that the objects of reality are, or can be under certain finite dimensional: We postulate that elementary particles should be regarded as ninedimensional l require an additional 180 degrees of rotation, in effect, an additional ½ unit of angular momentum to return to the same quantum state 1t reference frame of observation. Certain elementary particles are said .
www.neuroquantology.com 1t domain. This is even though at the higher finite dimensionalities, imaginary and complex numbers are involved.
on of dimensionality extent, but not of the ordinal elements of substance content. Where applicable, the Lorentz contraction is applied. Moreover, whereas we have proposed that ordinal elements are conceptually pertinent going beyond the fourth ; , these only exist as measures of substance of essence. It is appropriate to analyze this data is relative to our current dimensional domain of our The covert reality: The finding of 9D spin with our result supporting the hypothesis that the Cabibbo angle could be the result of the fields, ized in the current paradigm of modern physics. However, we, as sentient beings, may be able to distinguish only part of this finite reality, reflecting only our (Neppe These, nevertheless, could -dimensional spin (vortical) unified finite reality (Close and Neppe, 2013; Neppe and Close, 2014a;  ystery: intrinsic electron spin These same principles can be applied to a new concept of intrinsic electron spin and intrinsic angular momentum. This becomes a very important component affecting future thinking in ysics because intrinsic spin has not been recognized as rotational in the current paradigm, even though it contributes to angular Based on the solid justifications of the 2011). thus far, we have hypothesized that the objects of reality are, or can be under certain finite dimensional: We postulate that -dimensional l require an additional 180 degrees of rotation, in effect, an additional ½ unit of angular momentum to return to the same quantum state 1t reference frame of observation. Certain elementary particles are said .
Transitions from one spin ½ particle to another in a particle accelerator may r size, mass and spin velocity but, in keeping with the universal law of conservation of mass and energy, angular momentum will always be conserved Because of the limitations of our physical senses, and their physical extensions (such as microscopes, telescopes and infr we are normally only aware of restricted 3S portions of the vortical forms originating in the space, time and consciousness (STC) substrates. The dimensions of reality can be explored mathematically by dimensional extrapolation.
2D. The eighth mystery: to electron rotation
We show there are two solutions to the electron rotation implying it is not a perfect sphere or that there may need to be a modification to light speed relative to other dimensions. Wheeler an Aharonov ideas on time may support this. electron shape is uniformly spherical, the calculated rotational velocity of the free electron would exceed the velocity of light, most basic principle of relativity.
This finding is very exc pioneers new thinking with regard to particle rotation in multiple dimensions, angular momentum and spin 2014; Neppe and Close, 2014a Certain elementary particles like electrons and quarks exhibit an intrinsic spin of ½. We apply two principles:
 Max Planck's discovery that matter and energy occur onl quanta (Clo  elementary phenomena do not exhibit specific physical characteristics like mass, size and spin until they register as observed or measured phenomena
Angular momentum
Upon being brought into manifestation as an object in 3S an elementary particle will be spinning in one plane, where it will have a specific angular momentum, depending upon its mass, radius and spin velocity. The plane o by the experimental set particle accelerators, it will always be NeuroQuantology | September 201 Close and Neppe., Translating fifteen mysteries of the universe
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Transitions from one spin ½ particle to another in a particle accelerator may r size, mass and spin velocity but, in keeping with the universal law of conservation of mass and energy, angular momentum will always be conserved (Cohen- Tannoudji and Diu, 2006) Because of the limitations of our physical senses, and their physical extensions (such as microscopes, telescopes and infr we are normally only aware of restricted 3S portions of the vortical forms originating in the space, time and consciousness (STC) substrates. The dimensions of reality can be explored mathematically by dimensional extrapolation.
eighth mystery: to electron rotation We show there are two solutions to the electron rotation implying it is not a perfect sphere or that there may need to be a modification to light speed relative to other dimensions. Wheeler an Aharonov ideas on time may support this. electron shape is uniformly spherical, the calculated rotational velocity of the free electron would exceed the velocity of light, most basic principle of relativity.
This finding is very exc pioneers new thinking with regard to particle rotation in multiple dimensions, angular momentum and spin Neppe and Close, 2014a Certain elementary particles like electrons and quarks exhibit an intrinsic spin of ½. We apply two principles: Max Planck's discovery that matter and energy occur only in multiples of basic units or Close, 2000; elementary phenomena do not exhibit specific physical characteristics like mass, size and spin until they register as observed or measured phenomena
Angular momentum
Upon being brought into manifestation as an object in 3S-1t by observation and measurement, an elementary particle will be spinning in one plane, where it will have a specific angular momentum, depending upon its mass, radius and spin velocity. The plane o by the experimental set particle accelerators, it will always be 2015 | Volume 13 Close and Neppe., Translating fifteen mysteries of the universe Transitions from one spin ½ particle to another in a particle accelerator may result in changes in size, mass and spin velocity but, in keeping with the universal law of conservation of mass and energy, angular momentum will always be Tannoudji and Diu, 2006 ) Because of the limitations of our physical senses, and their physical extensions (such as microscopes, telescopes and infr we are normally only aware of restricted 3S portions of the vortical forms originating in the space, time and consciousness (STC) substrates. The dimensions of reality can be explored mathematically by dimensional extrapolation.
eighth mystery: two different solutions
This finding is very exciting because it pioneers new thinking with regard to particle rotation in multiple dimensions, angular momentum and spin Neppe, 2013 Neppe and Close, 2014a; 20 Certain elementary particles like electrons and quarks exhibit an intrinsic spin of ½. We apply two principles: Max Planck's discovery that matter and y in multiples of basic units or elementary phenomena do not exhibit specific physical characteristics like mass, size and spin until they register as observed or measured phenomena (Close, 2000 Upon being brought into manifestation as an 1t by observation and measurement, an elementary particle will be spinning in one plane, where it will have a specific angular momentum, depending upon its mass, radius and spin velocity. The plane of rotation is determined by the experimental set-up for observation. In particle accelerators, it will always be Transitions from one spin ½ particle to another esult in changes in size, mass and spin velocity but, in keeping with the universal law of conservation of mass and energy, angular momentum will always be Tannoudji and Diu, 2006 ) Because of the limitations of our physical senses, and their physical extensions (such as microscopes, telescopes and infrared cameras) we are normally only aware of restricted 3S portions of the vortical forms originating in the space, time and consciousness (STC) substrates. The dimensions of reality can be explored mathematically by dimensional extrapolation.
two different solutions
We show there are two solutions to the electron rotation implying it is not a perfect sphere or that there may need to be a modification to light speed relative to other dimensions. Wheeler an Aharonov ideas on time may support this. If the electron shape is uniformly spherical, the calculated rotational velocity of the free electron would exceed the velocity of light, violating the iting because it pioneers new thinking with regard to particle rotation in multiple dimensions, angular Neppe, 2013 2014b ).
Certain elementary particles like electrons and quarks exhibit an intrinsic spin of Max Planck's discovery that matter and y in multiples of basic units or , and elementary phenomena do not exhibit specific physical characteristics like mass, size and spin until they register as observed or Close, 2000) .
Upon being brought into manifestation as an 1t by observation and measurement, an elementary particle will be spinning in one plane, where it will have a specific angular momentum, depending upon its mass, radius and f rotation is determined up for observation. In particle accelerators, it will always be | Page 348-360
Transitions from one spin ½ particle to another esult in changes in size, mass and spin velocity but, in keeping with the universal law of conservation of mass and energy, angular momentum will always be Tannoudji and Diu, 2006) . Because of the limitations of our physical senses, and their physical extensions (such as ared cameras) we are normally only aware of restricted 3S-1t portions of the vortical forms originating in the space, time and consciousness (STC) substrates. The dimensions of reality can be explored mathematically by dimensional extrapolation.
We show there are two solutions to the electron rotation implying it is not a perfect sphere or that there may need to be a modification to light speed relative to other dimensions. Wheeler and If the electron shape is uniformly spherical, the calculated rotational velocity of the free electron violating the iting because it pioneers new thinking with regard to particle rotation in multiple dimensions, angular Close and Neppe, 2013;  Certain elementary particles like electrons and quarks exhibit an intrinsic spin of Max Planck's discovery that matter and y in multiples of basic units or elementary phenomena do not exhibit specific physical characteristics like mass, size and spin until they register as observed or Upon being brought into manifestation as an 1t by observation and measurement, an elementary particle will be spinning in one plane, where it will have a specific angular momentum, depending upon its mass, radius and f rotation is determined up for observation. In particle accelerators, it will always be perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field that accelerates the particle and the quantum state of the particle with respect to the reference frame of measurement will be the same after one complete rotation, after any integral number of complete rotations (Feyn simplest atom, the Hydrogen atom. This consists of four elementary particles: An electron circling a nucleus which contains two up quarks and a down quark. There are, therefore, four distinctions drawn i the substrate of reality: three quarks and an electron. Per the Copenhagen interpretation (Close, 2000 no separate discrete existence until observed and measured on the current knowledge of quantum mechanics at this time, fermions should have the same mixing angle calculation because they exhibit the same half quark, is a fermion. requires velocity in radians per second and, if electrons are symmetrical with no internal structure, the moment of inertia of a solid spherical body with uniform mass of inertia of a solid sphere is described briefly below the by summing the about the z axis. of a thin slice of the sphere is angular velocity in radians and the mass of the slice symmetrical spheres with no internal the angular momentum of the free electron is given by: L = of the orbiting electron as it transitions to a free electron according to equation (1) and the that speed of light, means that the mass of the electron must be increase due to relative velocity. So we have: perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field that accelerates the particle and the quantum state of the particle with respect to the reference frame of measurement will be the same after one complete rotation, after any integral number of complete rotations In this discussion, we focus on this simplest atom, the Hydrogen atom. This consists of four elementary particles: An electron circling a nucleus which contains two up quarks and a down quark. There are, therefore, four distinctions drawn i the substrate of reality: three quarks and an electron. Per the Copenhagen interpretation Close, 2000; no separate discrete existence until observed and measured on the current knowledge of quantum mechanics at this time, fermions should have the same mixing angle calculation because they exhibit the same half-spin properties. quark, is a fermion.
Conservation of angular momentum requires that ω velocity in radians per second and, if electrons are symmetrical with no internal structure, the moment of inertia of a solid spherical body with uniform mass of inertia of a solid sphere is described briefly below the moment of inertia by summing the about the z axis. of a thin slice of the sphere is angular velocity in radians and the mass of the slice. So, with the symmetrical spheres with no internal the angular momentum of the free electron is given by: L = ω e I e = ω e x 2/5 But conservation of the angular momentum of the orbiting electron as it transitions to a free electron according to equation (1) and the that v 0 = 2.1875x10 speed of light, means that the mass of the electron must be increase due to relative velocity. So we have: L = ω e I e = perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field that accelerates the particle and the quantum state of the particle with respect to the reference frame of measurement will be the same after one complete rotation, after any integral number of complete rotations man, 1985) . In this discussion, we focus on this simplest atom, the Hydrogen atom. This consists of four elementary particles: An electron circling a nucleus which contains two up quarks and a down quark. There are, therefore, four distinctions drawn in the Hydrogen atom from the substrate of reality: three quarks and an electron. Per the Copenhagen interpretation Neppe and Close, 2014b no separate discrete existence until observed and Mehra and Rechenberg, 2001 on the current knowledge of quantum mechanics at this time, fermions should have the same mixing angle calculation because they exhibit the spin properties. quark, is a fermion.
Conservation of angular momentum
ω e I e = m o r o v o velocity in radians per second and, if electrons are symmetrical with no internal structure, the moment of inertia of a solid spherical body with uniform mass m e and radius of inertia of a solid sphere is described briefly Beer and Johnston, 1984 oment of inertia of a by summing the moments of about the z axis. (Figure 1 ) of a thin slice of the sphere is angular velocity in radians and the mass of the the assumption that electrons are symmetrical spheres with no internal the angular momentum of the free electron is 2/5 m e r e 2 = h/2π
But conservation of the angular momentum of the orbiting electron as it transitions to a free electron according to equation (1) and the = 2.1875x10 6 m/sec, a large fraction of the speed of light, means that the mass of the electron must be adjusted for the relativistic increase due to relative velocity. So we have:
= ω e x 2/5 m re www.neuroquantology.com perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field that accelerates the particle and the quantum state of the particle with respect to the reference frame of measurement will be the same after one complete rotation, after any integral number of complete rotations
In this discussion, we focus on this simplest atom, the Hydrogen atom. This consists of four elementary particles: An electron circling a nucleus which contains two up quarks and a down quark. There are, therefore, four n the Hydrogen atom from the substrate of reality: three quarks and an electron. Per the Copenhagen interpretation ) no separate discrete existence until observed and Mehra and Rechenberg, 2001 on the current knowledge of quantum mechanics at this time, fermions should have the same mixing angle calculation because they exhibit the spin properties. The electron, like the Conservation of angular momentum o where ω e velocity in radians per second and, if electrons are symmetrical with no internal structure, the moment of inertia of a solid spherical body and radius r e . The moment of inertia of a solid sphere is described briefly . The formula for of a sphere can be derived moments of infinitesimal disks (Figure 1) The moment of inertia of a thin slice of the sphere is a function of angular velocity in radians and the mass of the assumption that electrons are symmetrical spheres with no internal the angular momentum of the free electron is h/2π = 1.0546x10
But conservation of the angular momentum of the orbiting electron as it transitions to a free electron according to equation (1) and the m/sec, a large fraction of the speed of light, means that the mass of the justed for the relativistic increase due to relative velocity. So we have:
re Ɣr e 2 = h/2π
www.neuroquantology.com 352 perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic Purcell, 2011); and the quantum state of the particle with respect to the reference frame of measurement will be the same after one complete rotation, or after any integral number of complete rotations
In this discussion, we focus on this simplest atom, the Hydrogen atom. This consists of four elementary particles: An electron circling a nucleus which contains two up quarks and a down quark. There are, therefore, four n the Hydrogen atom from the substrate of reality: three quarks and an electron. Per the Copenhagen interpretation ), they have no separate discrete existence until observed and . Based on the current knowledge of quantum mechanics at this time, fermions should have the same mixing angle calculation because they exhibit the The electron, like the Conservation of angular momentum is the spin velocity in radians per second and, if electrons are symmetrical with no internal structure, I e is the moment of inertia of a solid spherical body . The moment of inertia of a solid sphere is described briefly . The formula for can be derived infinitesimal disks The moment of inertia a function of angular velocity in radians and the mass of the assumption that electrons are symmetrical spheres with no internal structure, the angular momentum of the free electron is = 1.0546x10 -34 J•s.
(
But conservation of the angular momentum of the orbiting electron as it transitions to a free electron according to equation (1) and the fact m/sec, a large fraction of the speed of light, means that the mass of the justed for the relativistic increase due to relative velocity. So we have:
www.neuroquantology.com perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic ; and the quantum state of the particle with respect to the reference frame of measurement or after any integral number of complete rotations
In this discussion, we focus on this simplest atom, the Hydrogen atom. This consists of four elementary particles: An electron circling a nucleus which contains two up quarks and a down quark. There are, therefore, four n the Hydrogen atom from the substrate of reality: three quarks and an electron. Per the Copenhagen interpretation , they have no separate discrete existence until observed and Based on the current knowledge of quantum mechanics at this time, fermions should have the same mixing angle calculation because they exhibit the The electron, like the Conservation of angular momentum is the spin velocity in radians per second and, if electrons is the moment of inertia of a solid spherical body . The moment of inertia of a solid sphere is described briefly . The formula for can be derived infinitesimal disks The moment of inertia a function of angular velocity in radians and the mass of the assumption that electrons are ucture, the angular momentum of the free electron is .
(1) But conservation of the angular momentum of the orbiting electron as it transitions to a free fact m/sec, a large fraction of the speed of light, means that the mass of the justed for the relativistic These are the two legitimate solutions of the quadratic equation derived from conservation of angular momentum and relativistic adjustment of mass. Both solutions are complex numbers, indicating that the spin velocity of the free electron has one component in 3S and one in 1T, existing at right angles to 3S. Note that the real part of the solution is greater than the speed of light, (c = 2.9979 x10 most basic assumption of relativity. This problem is resolved by postulating that, at the quantum level, the spinning electron has a specific symmetric form and Close, 2014b
2E. The ninth mystery: weak universality based on the 9D findings
We have extended the concept of weak universality based on our findings. This is a lesser issue in the context of the Cabibbo angle derivation but is theoretically important. Nevertheless, based on our data, we have hypothesized that all discrete phenomena result from specific dimensional extensions of the same elementary pattern inherent in the multi dimensional substrate of reality 2F. The tenth mystery: how electron clouds are distributed in a double Bell normal curve We discuss another remarkable extension of our findings. To resolve the problem of super electron spin, we postulate that at the sub quantum level, electrons are clouds of charge distributed in a double Bel indicated .
The electron cloud Theoretical physics recognizes:
 the half as a fundamental property of elementary particles such as electrons; ) + 4.4938 x10 √[√(2.0194 x10 Which simplifies to: v Note that the units used throughout are SI units, so that the results are in meters per second These are the two legitimate solutions of the quadratic equation derived from conservation of angular momentum and relativistic adjustment of mass. Both solutions are complex numbers, indicating that the spin velocity of the free electron has one onent in 3S and one in 1T, existing at right angles to 3S. Note that the real part of the solution is greater than the speed of light, (c = 2.9979 x10 8 most basic assumption of relativity. This problem y postulating that, at the quantum level, the spinning electron has a specific symmetric form .
2E. The ninth mystery: weak universality based on the 9D findings
extended the concept of weak universality based on our findings. This is a lesser issue in the context of the Cabibbo angle ation but is theoretically important. Nevertheless, based on our data, we have hypothesized that all discrete phenomena result from specific dimensional extensions of the same elementary pattern inherent in the multi dimensional substrate of reality 
2E. The ninth mystery: weak universality based
extended the concept of weak universality based on our findings. This is a lesser issue in the context of the Cabibbo angle ation but is theoretically important. Nevertheless, based on our data, we have hypothesized that all discrete phenomena result from specific dimensional extensions of the same -Close and
2F. The tenth mystery: how electron clouds are
We discuss another remarkable extension of our luminal electron spin, we postulate that at the sub quantum level, electrons are clouds of charge l normal curve, as Neppe and spin components of the electron as a fundamental property of elementary eISSN 1303-5150  a mysterious property that, at times, the electron is not detectable Applying these princi statements follow relating to what we refer to as the "electron cloud":
1. not only would there be the rotation of the electron around the H atom nucleus, but there is also spin rotation around the electron's axis.
2. There must be a electron in rotational orbit around the Hydrogen atom to transition to or link with the spin of the free electron.
If the electron cloud rotates on its axis, the findings might support the fundamental basis of the TDVP vortical spin conce subatomic half and quarks, as well as possibly baryons). hypothesis is mathematically still tentative at this point and being tested. vortical spin camouflaging the electron cloud turns out to be true, irrespective of findings of how this occurs (whether or not it is the Normal Bell curve or other specific mechanism), we speculate that this hypothesis might a be relevant in other areas:
 with other spins as in bosons like mesons (spins 0, 1, 2); and  be particularly applicable to the Dimensional Extrapolation model: In lower dimensions, we observe only incomplete data from higher dimensions (e. g., when transposing planar oblique slices on an MRI onto non ones, some data is no picture.)
In the context of the mixing angle analysis, the possibility exists that the exact angle calculated from the probability matrix is a reflection of the actual mixing angle produced by the combination of intrinsic spin and conservation of total angular momentum in the free electron. It could be possible, but the hypothesis is still unproven, that electron spin rotation on its own axis might explain the probabilistic variations in this mixing angle linked with intrinsic and ext and the magnetic moment. It should be noted that negation of this hypothesis does not destroy the findings on the fermion mixing angle hypothesis is an aside, adding information to a related, but another element in quantum NeuroQuantology | September 201 Close and Neppe., Translating fifteen mysteries of the universe 5150 a mysterious property that, at times, the electron is not detectable Applying these princi statements follow relating to what we refer to as the "electron cloud": not only would there be the rotation of the electron around the H atom nucleus, but there is also spin rotation around the electron's axis.
There must be a electron in rotational orbit around the Hydrogen atom to transition to or link with the spin of the free electron.
If the electron cloud rotates on its axis, the findings might support the fundamental basis of the TDVP vortical spin conce subatomic half-spin level (fermions like leptons and quarks, as well as possibly baryons). hypothesis is mathematically still tentative at this point and being tested. vortical spin camouflaging the electron cloud turns out to be true, irrespective of findings of how this occurs (whether or not it is the Normal Bell curve or other specific mechanism), we speculate that this hypothesis might a be relevant in other areas:
with other spins as in bosons like mesons ns 0, 1, 2); and be particularly applicable to the Dimensional Extrapolation model: In lower dimensions, we observe only incomplete data from higher dimensions (e. g., when transposing planar oblique slices on an MRI onto non ones, some data is no
In the context of the mixing angle analysis, the possibility exists that the exact angle calculated from the probability matrix is a reflection of the actual mixing angle produced by the combination of intrinsic spin and nservation of total angular momentum in the free electron. It could be possible, but the hypothesis is still unproven, that electron spin rotation on its own axis might explain the probabilistic variations in this mixing angle linked with intrinsic and ext and the magnetic moment. It should be noted that negation of this hypothesis does not destroy the findings on the fermion mixing angle hypothesis is an aside, adding information to a related, but another element in quantum a mysterious property that, at times, the electron is not detectable Applying these principles, further scientific statements follow relating to what we refer to as not only would there be the rotation of the electron around the H atom nucleus, but there is also spin rotation around the electron's axis.
There must be a mechanism for the electron in rotational orbit around the Hydrogen atom to transition to or link with the spin of the If the electron cloud rotates on its axis, the findings might support the fundamental basis of the TDVP vortical spin concept, even at the spin level (fermions like leptons and quarks, as well as possibly baryons). hypothesis is mathematically still tentative at this point and being tested. If the hypothesis of vortical spin camouflaging the electron cloud turns out to be true, irrespective of findings of how this occurs (whether or not it is the Normal Bell curve or other specific mechanism), we speculate that this hypothesis might a be relevant with other spins as in bosons like mesons be particularly applicable to the Dimensional Extrapolation model: In lower dimensions, we observe only incomplete data from higher dimensions (e. g., when transposing planar oblique slices on an MRI onto non ones, some data is not observed in each 2D
In the context of the mixing angle analysis, the possibility exists that the exact angle calculated from the probability matrix is a reflection of the actual mixing angle produced by the combination of intrinsic spin and nservation of total angular momentum in the free electron. It could be possible, but the hypothesis is still unproven, that electron spin rotation on its own axis might explain the probabilistic variations in this mixing angle linked with intrinsic and extrinsic electron spin and the magnetic moment. It should be noted that negation of this hypothesis does not destroy the findings on the fermion mixing angle hypothesis is an aside, adding information to a related, but another element in quantum a mysterious property that, at times, the electron is not detectable (Fischer and Iriso and Peggs, 2004) .
ples, further scientific statements follow relating to what we refer to as not only would there be the rotation of the electron around the H atom nucleus, but there is also spin rotation around the electron's axis. mechanism for the electron in rotational orbit around the Hydrogen atom to transition to or link with the spin of the If the electron cloud rotates on its axis, the findings might support the fundamental basis of pt, even at the spin level (fermions like leptons and quarks, as well as possibly baryons). hypothesis is mathematically still tentative at this If the hypothesis of vortical spin camouflaging the electron cloud turns out to be true, irrespective of findings of how this occurs (whether or not it is the Normal Bell curve or other specific mechanism), we speculate that this hypothesis might a be relevant with other spins as in bosons like mesons be particularly applicable to the Dimensional Extrapolation model: In lower dimensions, we observe only incomplete data from higher dimensions (e. g., when transposing planar oblique slices on an MRI onto non-oblique t observed in each 2D
In the context of the mixing angle analysis, the possibility exists that the exact angle calculated from the probability matrix is a reflection of the actual mixing angle produced by the combination of intrinsic spin and nservation of total angular momentum in the free electron. It could be possible, but the hypothesis is still unproven, that electron spin rotation on its own axis might explain the probabilistic variations in this mixing angle rinsic electron spin and the magnetic moment. It should be noted that negation of this hypothesis does not destroy the findings on the fermion mixing anglehypothesis is an aside, adding information to a related, but another element in quantum | Page 348-360 a mysterious property that, at times, the Fischer and ples, further scientific statements follow relating to what we refer to as not only would there be the rotation of the electron around the H atom nucleus, but there is also spin rotation around the electron's axis. mechanism for the electron in rotational orbit around the Hydrogen atom to transition to or link with the spin of the If the electron cloud rotates on its axis, the findings might support the fundamental basis of pt, even at the spin level (fermions like leptons and quarks, as well as possibly baryons). This hypothesis is mathematically still tentative at this If the hypothesis of vortical spin camouflaging the electron cloud turns out to be true, irrespective of findings of how this occurs (whether or not it is the Normal Bell curve or other specific mechanism), we speculate that this hypothesis might a be relevant with other spins as in bosons like mesons be particularly applicable to the Dimensional Extrapolation model: In lower dimensions, we observe only incomplete data from higher dimensions (e. g., when transposing oblique t observed in each 2D
In the context of the mixing angle analysis, the possibility exists that the exact angle calculated from the probability matrix is a reflection of the actual mixing angle produced by the combination of intrinsic spin and nservation of total angular momentum in the free electron. It could be possible, but the hypothesis is still unproven, that electron spin rotation on its own axis might explain the probabilistic variations in this mixing angle rinsic electron spin and the magnetic moment. It should be noted that negation of this hypothesis does not destroy the -this hypothesis is an aside, adding information to a related, but another element in quantum mechani Consequently, whether or not this hypothesis is proven, our calculations for a fermion mixing angle like the Cabibbo angle still remain solid this would just be icing on the cake.
analyses, dilemma, and with it, we have also postulated some remarkable and novel implications. We cannot "prove" this using conventional Quantum Mechanics because some calculations generate "impossible" velocities above the spe though it may be balanced by symmetrically equivalent negative velocities below the light speed. But physics does not allow this theoretical construct.
There must be equilibrium because there are "electron clouds" with rotational forces counterbalancing.
We would expect counterbalancing positive and negative forces otherwise there would be utter chaos however there is a problem: in one of the calculations the speed of light is exceeded. I could be balanced by other velocities within the cloud lower than that of light. So it works out except, of course, that relativity says this is impossible in 3S to the Cabibbo mixing angle are obtained in three dimension conundrum which involves spherical electron shape: modifying the velocity of light. We have derived a specific complex mathematical equation so that this is theoretical and we re Close, 2014b 2013 free electrons are spinning, this illustrates how vortical spin c even such elementary particles. A key basic element of the TDVP model is vortical rotation. Therefore the postulate of vortices in TDVP is not falsified multiple electron atoms, where the probability distribution of the electrons in shells around the atomic nuclei might be likened to an cloud forces to stabilize the electron cloud. mechanics that has not been solved. Consequently, whether or not this hypothesis is proven, our calculations for a fermion mixing angle like the Cabibbo angle still remain solid this would just be icing on the cake.
Whereas these are simple preliminary analyses, these proposals apparently solve this dilemma, and with it, we have also postulated some remarkable and novel implications. We cannot "prove" this using conventional Quantum Mechanics because some calculations generate "impossible" velocities above the spe though it may be balanced by symmetrically equivalent negative velocities below the light speed. But physics does not allow this theoretical construct.
The difficulty encountered is as follows: There must be equilibrium because there are "electron clouds" with rotational forces counterbalancing.
We would expect counterbalancing positive and negative forces otherwise there would be utter chaos however there is a problem: in one of the calculations the speed of light is exceeded. I could be balanced by other velocities within the cloud lower than that of light. So it works out except, of course, that relativity says this is impossible in 3S to the Cabibbo mixing angle are obtained in three dimensions, we have proposed a solution to this conundrum which involves spherical electron shape: modifying the velocity of light. We have derived a specific complex mathematical equation so that this is theoretical and we re Close, 2014b 2013) .
As a related tautological comment: Because free electrons are spinning, this illustrates how vortical spin c even such elementary particles. A key basic element of the TDVP model is vortical rotation. Therefore the postulate of vortices in TDVP is not falsified at this elementary particle level.
 Logically, this should also be applicab multiple electron atoms, where the probability distribution of the electrons in shells around the atomic nuclei might be likened to an cloud.
 Clearly, there have to be counterbalancing forces to stabilize the electron cloud.
 There should b cs that has not been solved. Consequently, whether or not this hypothesis is proven, our calculations for a fermion mixing angle like the Cabibbo angle still remain solid this would just be icing on the cake. Whereas these are simple preliminary these proposals apparently solve this dilemma, and with it, we have also postulated some remarkable and novel implications. We cannot "prove" this using conventional Quantum Mechanics because some calculations generate "impossible" velocities above the spe though it may be balanced by symmetrically equivalent negative velocities below the light speed. But physics does not allow this theoretical
We would expect counterbalancing positive and negative forces otherwise there would be utter chaos however there is a problem: in one of the calculations the speed of light is exceeded. I could be balanced by other velocities within the cloud lower than that of light. So it works out except, of course, that relativity says this is impossible in 3S-1t. Because observations leading to the Cabibbo mixing angle are obtained in three s, we have proposed a solution to this conundrum which involves spherical electron shape: This would not require modifying the velocity of light. We have derived a specific complex mathematical equation so that this is theoretical and we re As a related tautological comment: Because free electrons are spinning, this illustrates how vortical spin components are fundamental to even such elementary particles. A key basic element of the TDVP model is vortical rotation. Therefore the postulate of vortices in TDVP is not at this elementary particle level.
Logically, this should also be applicab multiple electron atoms, where the probability distribution of the electrons in shells around the atomic nuclei might be likened to an Clearly, there have to be counterbalancing forces to stabilize the electron cloud.
There should be a logical mechanism to www.neuroquantology.com cs that has not been solved. Consequently, whether or not this hypothesis is proven, our calculations for a fermion mixing angle like the Cabibbo angle still remain solid this would just be icing on the cake. Whereas these are simple preliminary these proposals apparently solve this dilemma, and with it, we have also postulated some remarkable and novel implications. We cannot "prove" this using conventional Quantum Mechanics because some calculations generate "impossible" velocities above the spe though it may be balanced by symmetrically equivalent negative velocities below the light speed. But physics does not allow this theoretical
We would expect counterbalancing positive and negative forces otherwise there would be utter chaos however there is a problem: in one of the calculations the speed of light is exceeded. I could be balanced by other velocities within the cloud lower than that of light. So it works out except, of course, that relativity says this is 1t. Because observations leading to the Cabibbo mixing angle are obtained in three s, we have proposed a solution to this conundrum which involves accepting a non This would not require modifying the velocity of light. We have derived a specific complex mathematical equation so that this is theoretical and we report it elsewhere Neppe and Close, 2014b; Close and Neppe, As a related tautological comment: Because free electrons are spinning, this illustrates how omponents are fundamental to even such elementary particles. A key basic element of the TDVP model is vortical rotation. Therefore the postulate of vortices in TDVP is not at this elementary particle level.
Logically, this should also be applicab multiple electron atoms, where the probability distribution of the electrons in shells around the atomic nuclei might be likened to an Clearly, there have to be counterbalancing forces to stabilize the electron cloud. e a logical mechanism to www.neuroquantology.com 354 cs that has not been solved. Consequently, whether or not this hypothesis is proven, our calculations for a fermion mixing angle like the Cabibbo angle still remain solidWhereas these are simple preliminary these proposals apparently solve this dilemma, and with it, we have also postulated some remarkable and novel implications. We cannot "prove" this using conventional Quantum Mechanics because some calculations generate "impossible" velocities above the speed of light, though it may be balanced by symmetrically equivalent negative velocities below the light speed. But physics does not allow this theoretical
We would expect counterbalancing positive and negative forces otherwise there would be utter chaos. We find, however there is a problem: in one of the calculations the speed of light is exceeded. It could be balanced by other velocities within the cloud lower than that of light. So it works out except, of course, that relativity says this is 1t. Because observations leading to the Cabibbo mixing angle are obtained in three s, we have proposed a solution to this accepting a nonThis would not require modifying the velocity of light. We have derived a specific complex mathematical equation so that port it elsewhere Close and Neppe, As a related tautological comment: Because free electrons are spinning, this illustrates how omponents are fundamental to even such elementary particles. A key basic element of the TDVP model is vortical rotation. Therefore the postulate of vortices in TDVP is not at this elementary particle level.
Logically, this should also be applicable to multiple electron atoms, where the probability distribution of the electrons in shells around the atomic nuclei might be likened to an electron Clearly, there have to be counterbalancing e a logical mechanism to www.neuroquantology.com cs that has not been solved. Consequently, whether or not this hypothesis is proven, our calculations for a fermion mixing -Whereas these are simple preliminary these proposals apparently solve this dilemma, and with it, we have also postulated some remarkable and novel implications. We cannot "prove" this using conventional Quantum Mechanics because some calculations generate ed of light, though it may be balanced by symmetrically equivalent negative velocities below the light speed. But physics does not allow this theoretical
We understand the spin of electrons.
 This can be done by recognizing conservation of angular momentum to the electron spin.
 We also need to explain why the electrons are not always detectable.
 Finally and most importantly, we must provide a way to explain the overall velocity calculations because the electron velocity calculations would otherwise exceed the speed of light. Applying the basic relativistic physics premise of supraliminal velocity being impossible, we must find a logical dilemma. Such a solution involves a separate hypothesis from the Cabibbo calculation in this paper, and even if incorrect would not invalidate our 9D spin hypothesis. But demonstrating such a mechanism, would elucidate our understanding of elementary particles considerably.
We propose that: a. the vortical electron cannot be spherical: as we have shown in our inertia and velocity calculations, it is clear that the spin velocity of a purely spherical vortical an atom would become superluminal.
b. the disappearing electron cloud can be explained by a double Bell distribution curve of the electron cloud.
The Double Bell distribution curve theory of electron rotation
We propose that the double Bell Distribution curve rotation associated with vortical spin of elementary particles and Dimensional Extrapolation explains why electrons are not spinning at supraliminal velocities, and might also explain why subatomic particle fermions only sometimes appear. the Bell distribution curve generates probabilistic results that also reflect rotation perpendicular to a plane.
This theory is an unproven postulate reflecting another unsolved mystery: Why do empirical observations find that electrons seem to not be detected and then reappear? These involve transitions states between "on" and "off" clouds rotate around the nucleus, they appear to have achieved a stability in which the balance of electrons moving away is the same as the electrons moving inward. Bu This can be done by recognizing conservation of angular momentum to the electron spin.
We also need to explain why the electrons are not always detectable.
Finally and most importantly, we must ovide a way to explain the overall velocity calculations because the electron velocity calculations would otherwise exceed the speed of light. Applying the basic relativistic physics premise of supraliminal velocity being impossible, we must find a logical dilemma. Such a solution involves a separate hypothesis from the Cabibbo calculation in this paper, and even if incorrect would not invalidate our 9D spin hypothesis. But demonstrating such a mechanism, would elucidate our understanding f elementary particles considerably.
We propose that:
a. the vortical electron cannot be spherical: as we have shown in our inertia and velocity calculations, it is clear that the spin velocity of a purely spherical vortical an atom would become superluminal.
e propose that the double Bell Distribution curve rotation associated with vortical spin of elementary particles and Dimensional Extrapolation explains why electrons are not spinning at supraliminal velocities, and might also explain why subatomic particle fermions only sometimes appear.
Bell distribution curve generates probabilistic results that also reflect rotation perpendicular to This theory is an unproven postulate reflecting another unsolved mystery: Why do cal observations find that electrons seem to not be detected and then reappear? These involve transitions states between "on" and "off" clouds rotate around the nucleus, they appear to have achieved a stability in which the balance of electrons moving away is the same as the electrons moving inward. Bu understand the spin of electrons. This can be done by recognizing conservation of angular momentum to the We also need to explain why the electrons are not always detectable.
a. the vortical electron cannot be spherical: as we have shown in our inertia and velocity calculations, it is clear that the spin velocity of a purely spherical vortical electron stripped from an atom would become superluminal.
b. the disappearing electron cloud can be explained by a double Bell distribution curve of
The Double Bell distribution curve theory of e propose that the double Bell Distribution curve rotation associated with vortical spin of elementary particles and Dimensional Extrapolation explains why electrons are not spinning at supraliminal velocities, and might also explain why subatomic particle fermions only sometimes appear.
Bell distribution curve generates probabilistic results that also reflect rotation perpendicular to This theory is an unproven postulate reflecting another unsolved mystery: Why do cal observations find that electrons seem to not be detected and then reappear? These involve transitions states between "on" and "off" . Because the electron clouds rotate around the nucleus, they appear to have achieved a stability in which the balance of electrons moving away is the same as the electrons moving inward. But why do careful conservation of angular momentum to the We also need to explain why the electrons Finally and most importantly, we must ovide a way to explain the overall velocity calculations because the electron velocity calculations would otherwise exceed the speed of light. Applying the basic relativistic physics premise of supraliminal velocity being impossible, we must find a logical solution to this dilemma. Such a solution involves a separate hypothesis from the Cabibbo calculation in this paper, and even if incorrect would not invalidate our 9D spin hypothesis. But demonstrating such a mechanism, would elucidate our understanding f elementary particles considerably.
a. the vortical electron cannot be spherical: as we have shown in our inertia and velocity calculations, it is clear that the spin velocity of a electron stripped from an atom would become superluminal.
The Double Bell distribution curve theory of e propose that the double Bell Distribution curve rotation associated with vortical spin of elementary particles and Dimensional Extrapolation explains why electrons are not spinning at supraliminal velocities, and might also explain why subatomic particles such as fermions only sometimes appear. We argue that Bell distribution curve generates probabilistic results that also reflect rotation perpendicular to This theory is an unproven postulate reflecting another unsolved mystery: Why do cal observations find that electrons seem to not be detected and then reappear? These involve transitions states between "on" and "off"
Because the electron clouds rotate around the nucleus, they appear to have achieved a stability in which the balance of electrons moving away is the same as the t why do careful This theory is an unproven postulate reflecting another unsolved mystery: Why do cal observations find that electrons seem to not be detected and then reappear? These involve transitions states between "on" and "off"
Because the electron clouds rotate around the nucleus, they appear to have achieved a stability in which the balance of electrons moving away is the same as the t why do careful measures at times not locate this cloud? Experimental data demonstrate both "first order" phase transitions and also "second order" transitions. Simulations show behavior that conforms to the "generic power law" fitting the data We postulate that the observation about why electrons in 3S to disappear and reappear is because of vortical rotation on the electron axes. Consequently, we cannot always register such events in 3S because we propose that vortical rotation camoufl first examined a torus and then a sphere. But both calculations were falsified: The effect is therefore neither a direct torus spherical effect. However, mathematically, and also linked possibly such as in Heisenberg's Uncertainty principle (Heisenberg, 1971 distribution" expected in fundamentally subatomic data, we postulated a rotation on an axis based on the "Bell" normal distribution curve. Importantly, this suggests a solution to an unsolved quantum mechanics problem: The curve rotation a contribute to explaining the conundrum in quantum chromodynamics of particles only sometimes appearing. When we account for angular momentum and mass inertia, our hypothesis was that the "normally distributed" Bell curve Specifically, the electron cloud appears to have the shape and mass distribution of two three dimensional Bell curves on opposite sides of the plane of rotation, the "second" symmetrically mirroring the reflection of the " Quantum Split of energy is influenced by inertia with angular velocity and radians changes, the outcome may considerably change with shape of spin.
the magnitude of the real component of electron spin velocity, is greater than the speed of light. Relativity tells us that this is since the mass of infinitely large as its spin velocity approaches the speed of light. Obviously, something is wrong. B all of the parameters are well defined, empirically determined constants and the only assumptions applied were the assumptions of conservation of angular momentum and the assumption that the electron is a uniform spherical object. Are there measures at times not locate this cloud? Experimental data demonstrate both "first order" phase transitions and also "second order" transitions. Simulations show behavior that conforms to the "generic power law" fitting the data (Fischer et al., We postulate that the observation about why electrons in 3S to disappear and reappear is because of vortical rotation on the electron axes. Consequently, we cannot always register such events in 3S because we propose that vortical rotation camouflages them.
Applying mathematical calculations, we first examined a torus and then a sphere. But both calculations were falsified: The effect is therefore neither a direct torus spherical effect. However, mathematically, and also linked possibly such as in Heisenberg's Uncertainty principle Heisenberg, 1971 distribution" expected in fundamentally subatomic data, we postulated a rotation on an axis based on the "Bell" normal distribution curve. Importantly, this suggests a solution to an unsolved quantum mechanics problem: The curve rotation a contribute to explaining the conundrum in quantum chromodynamics of particles only sometimes appearing. When we account for angular momentum and mass inertia, our hypothesis was that the "normally distributed" Bell curve generates probabilistic results: Specifically, the electron cloud appears to have the shape and mass distribution of two three dimensional Bell curves on opposite sides of the plane of rotation, the "second" symmetrically mirroring the reflection of the " Quantum Split of energy is influenced by inertia with angular velocity and radians changes, the outcome may considerably change with shape of spin.
Because angular momentum is conserved, the magnitude of the real component of electron spin velocity, is greater than the speed of light. Relativity tells us that this is since the mass of infinitely large as its spin velocity approaches the speed of light. Obviously, something is wrong. B all of the parameters are well defined, empirically determined constants and the only assumptions applied were the assumptions of conservation of angular momentum and the assumption that the electron is a uniform spherical object. Are there measures at times not locate this cloud? Experimental data demonstrate both "first order" phase transitions and also "second order" transitions. Simulations show behavior that conforms to the "generic power law" fitting We postulate that the observation about why electrons in 3S to disappear and reappear is because of vortical rotation on the electron axes. Consequently, we cannot always register such events in 3S because we propose that vortical rotation ages them.
Applying mathematical calculations, we first examined a torus and then a sphere. But both calculations were falsified: The effect is therefore neither a direct torus spherical effect. However, mathematically, and also linked possibly with quantum uncertainty such as in Heisenberg's Uncertainty principle Heisenberg, 1971) , and given distribution" expected in fundamentally subatomic data, we postulated a rotation on an axis based on the "Bell" normal distribution curve. Importantly, this suggests a solution to an unsolved quantum mechanics problem: The curve rotation associated with vortical spin, contribute to explaining the conundrum in quantum chromodynamics of particles only sometimes appearing. When we account for angular momentum and mass inertia, our hypothesis was that the "normally distributed"
generates probabilistic results: Specifically, the electron cloud appears to have the shape and mass distribution of two three dimensional Bell curves on opposite sides of the plane of rotation, the "second" symmetrically mirroring the reflection of the " Quantum Split of energy is influenced by inertia with angular velocity and radians changes, the outcome may considerably change with shape of Because angular momentum is conserved, the magnitude of the real component of electron spin velocity, is greater than the speed of light. Relativity tells us that this is since the mass of the free electron, infinitely large as its spin velocity approaches the speed of light. Obviously, something is wrong. B all of the parameters are well defined, empirically determined constants and the only assumptions applied were the assumptions of conservation of angular momentum and the assumption that the electron is a uniform spherical object. Are there www.neuroquantology.com measures at times not locate this cloud? Experimental data demonstrate both "first order" phase transitions and also "second order" transitions. Simulations show behavior that conforms to the "generic power law" fitting the We postulate that the "mystery" of the observation about why electrons in 3S to disappear and reappear is because of vortical rotation on the electron axes. Consequently, we cannot always register such events in 3S because we propose that vortical rotation Applying mathematical calculations, we first examined a torus and then a sphere. But both calculations were falsified: The effect is therefore neither a direct torus-like nor a spherical effect. However, mathematically, and with quantum uncertainty such as in Heisenberg's Uncertainty principle , and given the "normal distribution" expected in fundamentally subatomic data, we postulated a rotation on an axis based on the "Bell" normal distribution curve. Importantly, this suggests a solution to an unsolved quantum mechanics problem: The ssociated with vortical spin, contribute to explaining the conundrum in quantum chromodynamics of particles only sometimes appearing. When we account for angular momentum and mass inertia, our hypothesis was that the "normally distributed"
generates probabilistic results: Specifically, the electron cloud appears to have the shape and mass distribution of two three dimensional Bell curves on opposite sides of the plane of rotation, the "second" symmetrically mirroring the reflection of the " Quantum Split of energy is influenced by inertia with angular velocity and radians changes, the outcome may considerably change with shape of Because angular momentum is conserved, the magnitude of the real component of electron spin velocity, is greater than the speed of light. Relativity tells us that this is the free electron, m infinitely large as its spin velocity approaches the speed of light. Obviously, something is wrong. B all of the parameters are well defined, empirically determined constants and the only assumptions applied were the assumptions of conservation of angular momentum and the assumption that the electron is a uniform spherical object. Are there www.neuroquantology.com 355 measures at times not locate this cloud? Experimental data demonstrate both "first order" phase transitions and also "second order" transitions. Simulations show behavior that conforms to the "generic power law" fitting the . "mystery" of the observation about why electrons in 3S-1t appear to disappear and reappear is because of vortical rotation on the electron axes. Consequently, we cannot always register such events in 3S-1t because we propose that vortical rotation Applying mathematical calculations, we first examined a torus and then a sphere. But both calculations were falsified: The effect is like nor a spherical effect. However, mathematically, and with quantum uncertainty such as in Heisenberg's Uncertainty principle the "normal distribution" expected in fundamentally subatomic data, we postulated a rotation on an axis based on the "Bell" normal distribution curve. Importantly, this suggests a solution to an unsolved quantum mechanics problem: The Bell ssociated with vortical spin, could contribute to explaining the conundrum in quantum chromodynamics of particles only sometimes appearing. When we account for angular momentum and mass inertia, our hypothesis was that the "normally distributed"
generates probabilistic results: Specifically, the electron cloud appears to have the shape and mass distribution of two threedimensional Bell curves on opposite sides of the plane of rotation, the "second" symmetrically mirroring the reflection of the "first". The Quantum Split of energy is influenced by inertia with angular velocity and radians changes, the outcome may considerably change with shape of Because angular momentum is conserved, the magnitude of the real component of v e , electron spin velocity, is greater than the speed of light. Relativity tells us that this is impossible, m e becomes infinitely large as its spin velocity approaches the speed of light. Obviously, something is wrong. But all of the parameters are well defined, empirically determined constants and the only assumptions applied were the assumptions of conservation of angular momentum and the assumption that the electron is a uniform spherical object. Are there www.neuroquantology.com measures at times not locate this cloud? Experimental data demonstrate both "first order" phase transitions and also "second order" transitions. Simulations show behavior that conforms to the "generic power law" fitting the . "mystery" of the 1t appear to disappear and reappear is because of vortical rotation on the electron axes. Consequently, we 1t because we propose that vortical rotation Applying mathematical calculations, we first examined a torus and then a sphere. But both calculations were falsified: The effect is like nor a spherical effect. However, mathematically, and with quantum uncertainty such as in Heisenberg's Uncertainty principle the "normal distribution" expected in fundamentally subatomic data, we postulated a rotation on an axis based on the "Bell" normal distribution curve. Importantly, this suggests a solution to an Bell could contribute to explaining the conundrum in quantum chromodynamics of particles only sometimes appearing. When we account for angular momentum and mass inertia, our hypothesis was that the "normally distributed"
generates probabilistic results: Specifically, the electron cloud appears to have -dimensional Bell curves on opposite sides of the plane of rotation, the "second" symmetrically first". The Quantum Split of energy is influenced by inertia with angular velocity and radians changes, the outcome may considerably change with shape of Because angular momentum is conserved, , electron spin velocity, is greater than the speed of , becomes infinitely large as its spin velocity approaches the ut all of the parameters are well defined, empirically determined constants and the only assumptions applied were the assumptions of conservation of angular momentum and the assumption that the electron is a uniform spherical object. Are there eISSN other dimens the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent the calculated from exceeding light speed? We know that a spinning charged particle produces a magnetic field. Could this field interact with so ambient field and slow the spin of the electron? We investigated this and found that the conditions needed for magnetic moment to slow the spin velocity of a free electron were external and, even when present the retarding force was too small to b subluminal velocities. Effectively, we find that the limiting conditions of v 15 m are met when a 2.9974 x10 of the bell curve. contradictory result, but looking for explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our current technology.
With magnetic mom spin retarding factor, we turned to the question of whether a 3S could create enough inertia to slow the spin below light speed logical alternative explanation immediately: the torus shape. When we tested this hypothesis, the total inertia of the toroidal electron was insufficient to slow the spin below light speed. Therefore, the toroidal explanation d succeed mathematically.
Based on our calculations with some fifteen equations flag went up when we saw that the magnitude of the real components of v was greater than the speed of light. Relativity tells us that this is impossible, since the free electron, m its spin velocity approaches the speed of light. We must realize that the discovery of new methods and technology does not invalidate everything that came before. The discovery of the calculus Newton and Leibniz, for example, did not invalidate arithmetic. Relativity did not replace Newton's laws: it extended them. We conclude either that: spin of the electron and removes the relativistic contradiction from estimate of the shape of the free electron, rewrote our third equation, h /2π x 0.4m NeuroQuantology | September 201 Close and Neppe., Translating fifteen mysteries of the universe 5150 other dimensionometric features that could slow the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent the calculated from exceeding light speed? We know that a spinning charged particle produces a magnetic field. Could this field interact with so ambient field and slow the spin of the electron? We investigated this and found that the conditions needed for magnetic moment to slow the spin velocity of a free electron were external and, even when present the retarding force was too small to bring the rotational spin down to subluminal velocities. Effectively, we find that the limiting conditions of v m are met when a 2 + b 2.9974 x10 8 m/sec, where a and b are parameters of the bell curve. By not contradictory result, but looking for explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our current technology.
With magnetic mom spin retarding factor, we turned to the question of whether a 3S-1t shape other than spherical could create enough inertia to slow the spin below light speed. We eliminated one ostensibly logical alternative explanation immediately: the torus shape. When we tested this hypothesis, the total inertia of the toroidal electron was insufficient to slow the spin below light speed. Therefore, the toroidal explanation d succeed mathematically.
Based on our calculations with some fifteen equations flag went up when we saw that the magnitude of the real components of v was greater than the speed of light. Relativity tells us that this is impossible, since the free electron, m e becomes infinitely large as its spin velocity approaches the speed of light. We must realize that the discovery of new methods and technology does not invalidate everything that came before. The discovery of the calculus Newton and Leibniz, for example, did not invalidate arithmetic. Relativity did not replace Newton's laws: it extended them. We conclude either that: the inertia of this shape slows the spin of the electron and removes the relativistic contradiction from our calculations. With this estimate of the shape of the free electron, rewrote our third equation, v e x 2/5 m re Ɣr e equation as:
2015 | Volume 13 Close and Neppe., Translating fifteen mysteries of the universe ionometric features that could slow the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent the calculated from exceeding light speed? We know that a spinning charged particle produces a magnetic field. Could this field interact with so ambient field and slow the spin of the electron? We investigated this and found that the conditions needed for magnetic moment to slow the spin velocity of a free electron were external and, even when present the retarding force was ring the rotational spin down to subluminal velocities. Effectively, we find that the limiting conditions of v e < c and r + b 2 = 3.7862 x10 m/sec, where a and b are parameters
By not automatically rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our With magnetic moment eliminated as a spin retarding factor, we turned to the question 1t shape other than spherical could create enough inertia to slow the spin We eliminated one ostensibly logical alternative explanation immediately: the torus shape. When we tested this hypothesis, the total inertia of the toroidal electron was insufficient to slow the spin below light speed. Therefore, the toroidal explanation d succeed mathematically.
Based on our calculations with some Close and Neppe, 2014 flag went up when we saw that the magnitude of the real components of v e , electron spin velocity, was greater than the speed of light. Relativity tells us that this is impossible, since becomes infinitely large as its spin velocity approaches the speed of light. We must realize that the discovery of new methods and technology does not invalidate everything that came before. The discovery of the calculus Newton and Leibniz, for example, did not invalidate arithmetic. Relativity did not replace Newton's laws: it extended them. We conclude the inertia of this shape slows the spin of the electron and removes the relativistic our calculations. With this estimate of the shape of the free electron, rewrote x 2/5 m re Ɣr equation as: ionometric features that could slow the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent the calculated from exceeding light speed? We know that a spinning charged particle produces a magnetic field. Could this field interact with some other ambient field and slow the spin of the electron? We investigated this and found that the conditions needed for magnetic moment to slow the spin velocity of a free electron were external and, even when present the retarding force was ring the rotational spin down to subluminal velocities. Effectively, we find that the < c and r e = 2.8179x10 = 3.7862 x10 3 and v m/sec, where a and b are parameters automatically rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for ways to explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our ent eliminated as a spin retarding factor, we turned to the question 1t shape other than spherical could create enough inertia to slow the spin We eliminated one ostensibly logical alternative explanation immediately: the torus shape. When we tested this hypothesis, the total inertia of the toroidal electron was insufficient to slow the spin below light speed. Therefore, the toroidal explanation did not Based on our calculations with some , a red flag went up when we saw that the magnitude of , electron spin velocity, was greater than the speed of light. Relativity tells us that this is impossible, since the mass of becomes infinitely large as its spin velocity approaches the speed of light. We must realize that the discovery of new methods and technology does not invalidate everything that came before. The discovery of the calculus Newton and Leibniz, for example, did not invalidate arithmetic. Relativity did not replace Newton's laws: it extended them. We conclude the inertia of this shape slows the spin of the electron and removes the relativistic our calculations. With this estimate of the shape of the free electron, rewrote r e = h/2π → | Page 348-360 ionometric features that could slow the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent the calculated v e from exceeding light speed? We know that a spinning charged particle produces a magnetic me other ambient field and slow the spin of the electron? We investigated this and found that the conditions needed for magnetic moment to slow the spin velocity of a free electron were external and, even when present the retarding force was ring the rotational spin down to subluminal velocities. Effectively, we find that the = 2.8179x10 -and v e = m/sec, where a and b are parameters automatically rejecting a ways to explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our ent eliminated as a spin retarding factor, we turned to the question 1t shape other than spherical could create enough inertia to slow the spin We eliminated one ostensibly logical alternative explanation immediately: the torus shape. When we tested this hypothesis, the total inertia of the toroidal electron was insufficient to slow the spin below light speed.
id not Based on our calculations with some , a red flag went up when we saw that the magnitude of , electron spin velocity, was greater than the speed of light. Relativity the mass of becomes infinitely large as its spin velocity approaches the speed of light. We must realize that the discovery of new methods and technology does not invalidate everything that came before. The discovery of the calculus of Newton and Leibniz, for example, did not invalidate arithmetic. Relativity did not replace Newton's laws: it extended them. We conclude the inertia of this shape slows the spin of the electron and removes the relativistic our calculations. With this estimate of the shape of the free electron, rewrote → v e =
A. How this calculation avoids producing superluminal v
Knowing that the spin velocity cannot exceed the speed of light, we may set less than c and work backward to obtain a corresponding value of spinning electron to be symmetric with an overall expected radius equal to from an arbitrary and b are too large or too small, we can adjust them and calculate a new value for upon how near the first estimate of correct value, it may take several iterations to zero in on the target value. Using this method, we find that the limiting conditions of 2.8179x10 x10 3 contradictory result, but looking for ways to explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our current technology.
free electron, we can rewrite equation (14) as:
inertia about the axis of rotation (the z axis) as a function of x and y is given by:
parameters indicating the spread of the curve perpendicular to the axis of rotation
Are electrons uniformly spherical objects?
The non Since all of the assumptions and parameters leading to the superluminal result above are well defined and empirically verified, assumption that the electron is a spherical object of uniform density, we were prompted to ask: Is there anything that we haven't accounted for that might slow the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent it from reac that the limiting conditions of v 8179x10 v e x 2(a 2
We explain this below.
How this calculation avoids producing superluminal v
Knowing that the spin velocity cannot exceed the speed of light, we may set less than c and work backward to obtain a corresponding value of spinning electron to be symmetric with an overall expected radius equal to from an arbitrary and b are too large or too small, we can adjust them and calculate a new value for upon how near the first estimate of correct value, it may take several iterations to zero in on the target value. Using this method, we find that the limiting conditions of 2.8179x10 -15 m are met when a 3 and v e =2.9974 x10 By not automatically rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for ways to explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our current technology.
With this new estimate of the shape of the free electron, we can rewrite equation (14) 
Are electrons uniformly spherical objects?
The non-spherical electron Since all of the assumptions and parameters leading to the superluminal result above are well defined and empirically verified, assumption that the electron is a spherical object of uniform density, we were prompted to ask: Is there anything that we haven't accounted for that might slow the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent it from reaching light speed? that the limiting conditions of v 8179x10 -15 m are met when a 2 + b 2 )m re Ɣr We explain this below.
How this calculation avoids producing superluminal v e
Knowing that the spin velocity cannot exceed the speed of light, we may set less than c and work backward to obtain a corresponding value of a spinning electron to be symmetric with an overall expected radius equal to r from an arbitrary v e may not fit the radius and b are too large or too small, we can adjust them and calculate a new value for upon how near the first estimate of correct value, it may take several iterations to zero in on the target value. Using this method, we find that the limiting conditions of m are met when a =2.9974 x10 8 m/sec. By not automatically rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for ways to explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our current technology.
ith this new estimate of the shape of the free electron, we can rewrite equation (14) spherical electron Since all of the assumptions and parameters leading to the superluminal result above are well defined and empirically verified, assumption that the electron is a spherical object of uniform density, we were prompted to ask: Is there anything that we haven't accounted for that might slow the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent hing light speed? that the limiting conditions of v m are met when a www.neuroquantology.com r e = h/2π
How this calculation avoids producing
Knowing that the spin velocity cannot exceed the speed of light, we may set v e at an arbitrary value less than c and work backward to obtain a a 2 + b 2 . Assuming the spinning electron to be symmetric with an overall r e , the values obtained may not fit the radius and b are too large or too small, we can adjust them and calculate a new value for v e . De upon how near the first estimate of v e correct value, it may take several iterations to zero in on the target value. Using this method, we find that the limiting conditions of v e < c m are met when a 2 + b m/sec. By not automatically rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for ways to explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our ith this new estimate of the shape of the free electron, we can rewrite equation (14) as: = h/2π the probability distribution of the inertia about the axis of rotation (the z axis) as a function of x and y is given by:
where e is Euler's number and a and b are parameters indicating the spread of the curve perpendicular to the axis of rotation
Are electrons uniformly spherical objects?
Since all of the assumptions and parameters leading to the superluminal result above are well defined and empirically verified, assumption that the electron is a spherical object of uniform density, we were prompted to ask: Is there anything that we haven't accounted for that might slow the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent hing light speed? Effectively, we find that the limiting conditions of v e < c and r m are met when a 2 + b 2 = 3. 7862 x10
www.neuroquantology.com 356 (6).
How this calculation avoids producing
Knowing that the spin velocity cannot exceed the at an arbitrary value less than c and work backward to obtain a . Assuming the spinning electron to be symmetric with an overall , the values obtained may not fit the radius r e . If a and b are too large or too small, we can adjust
. Depending e was to the correct value, it may take several iterations to zero in on the target value. Using this method, we < c and r e = + b 2 = 3.7862
By not automatically rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for ways to explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our ith this new estimate of the shape of the free electron, we can rewrite equation (14) as: (7) the probability distribution of the inertia about the axis of rotation (the z axis) as a [(x/a) 
where e is Euler's number and a and b are parameters indicating the spread of the Bell curve perpendicular to the axis of rotation.
Are electrons uniformly spherical objects?
Since all of the assumptions and parameters leading to the superluminal result above are well defined and empirically verified, except the assumption that the electron is a spherical object of uniform density, we were prompted to ask: Is there anything that we haven't accounted for that might slow the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent Effectively, we find < c and r e = 2. = 3. 7862 x10 3 www.neuroquantology.com
How this calculation avoids producing
Knowing that the spin velocity cannot exceed the at an arbitrary value less than c and work backward to obtain a . Assuming the spinning electron to be symmetric with an overall , the values obtained . If a and b are too large or too small, we can adjust pending was to the correct value, it may take several iterations to zero in on the target value. Using this method, we = = 3.7862
By not automatically rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for ways to explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our ith this new estimate of the shape of the the probability distribution of the inertia about the axis of rotation (the z axis) as a where e is Euler's number and a and b are Bell
Since all of the assumptions and parameters leading to the superluminal result above are well except the assumption that the electron is a spherical object of uniform density, we were prompted to ask: Is there anything that we haven't accounted for that might slow the spin resulting from the conservation of angular momentum and prevent Effectively, we find = 2.
eISSN and v e =2. 9974 x10 rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for ways to explain it, logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our current technology. Whereas these are simple preliminary analyses, these proposals apparently solve this dilemma, and w some remarkable and novel implications. We cannot "prove" this using conventional Quantum Mechanics because some calculations generate "impossible" velocities above the speed of light, though it may be balanced by symmetrica equivalent negative velocities below the light speed. But physics does not allow this theoretical construct.
We have demonstrated mathematically that the electron cannot be a perfect sphere. The spin velocity, v does not exceed the velocity of light and therefore we conclude that, either electrons are not spherical, or the velocity of light c is exceeded. Although the concept of multidimensional time may suggest that c should be addressed relative to the observer in 3S light speed may exceed the 3S more parsimonious hypothesis is that electrons are not uniformly spherical in 3S Nevertheless, relative to 3S calculations for electron mixing angles on 9D and applying possible multidimensional time it may imply that e=mc reformulated relative to 3S need modification relative to other dimensional domains.
2G. The eleventh mystery: dimensional spin findings with a thought experiment
The goal of scientific investigation is to understand the nature of the reality. A thought experiment allows us a way to understand quantum reality, and in this context, Close has performed a 9 dimensiona experiment. This is a brief introduction only of the principles. This is not meant to be a proof, as we are supplying far too little detail, which would require a minimum another 10,000 to 25,000 words. This detail is already available experiment has been done and will be published elsewhere. dimensional spin findings with a thought =2. 9974 x10 8 m/sec. rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for ways to explain it, we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our current technology.
Whereas these are simple preliminary analyses, these proposals apparently solve this dilemma, and with it, we have also postulated some remarkable and novel implications. We cannot "prove" this using conventional Quantum Mechanics because some calculations generate "impossible" velocities above the speed of light, though it may be balanced by symmetrica equivalent negative velocities below the light speed. But physics does not allow this theoretical
We have demonstrated mathematically that the electron cannot be a perfect sphere. The spin velocity, v e , of this non not exceed the velocity of light and therefore we conclude that, either electrons are not spherical, or the velocity of light c is exceeded. Although the concept of multidimensional time may suggest that c should be addressed relative to the observer in 3S-1t, and in a 9D finite reality light speed may exceed the 3S more parsimonious hypothesis is that electrons are not uniformly spherical in 3S Nevertheless, relative to 3S calculations for electron mixing angles on 9D and applying possible multidimensional time it may imply that e=mc reformulated relative to 3S need modification relative to other dimensional 2G. The eleventh mystery: dimensional spin findings with a thought experiment The goal of scientific investigation is to understand the nature of the reality. A thought experiment allows us a way to understand quantum reality, and in this context, Close has performed a 9 dimensiona experiment. This is a brief introduction only of the principles. This is not meant to be a proof, as we are supplying far too little detail, which would require a minimum another 10,000 to 25,000 words. This detail is already available experiment has been done and will be published elsewhere. Essentially, we have replicated the 9 dimensional spin findings with a thought m/sec. By not automatically rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our current technology.
Whereas these are simple preliminary analyses, these proposals apparently solve this ith it, we have also postulated some remarkable and novel implications. We cannot "prove" this using conventional Quantum Mechanics because some calculations generate "impossible" velocities above the speed of light, though it may be balanced by symmetrica equivalent negative velocities below the light speed. But physics does not allow this theoretical
We have demonstrated mathematically that the electron cannot be a perfect sphere. The , of this non-spherical electron not exceed the velocity of light and therefore we conclude that, either electrons are not spherical, or the velocity of light c is exceeded. Although the concept of multidimensional time may suggest that c should be addressed relative 1t, and in a 9D finite reality light speed may exceed the 3S-1t constant c, a far more parsimonious hypothesis is that electrons are not uniformly spherical in 3S Nevertheless, relative to 3S-1t, and knowing the calculations for electron mixing angles on 9D and applying possible multidimensional time it may imply that e=mc reformulated relative to 3S-1t and that it may need modification relative to other dimensional
2G. The eleventh mystery: replication of the 9 dimensional spin findings with a thought
The goal of scientific investigation is to understand the nature of the reality. A thought experiment allows us a way to understand quantum reality, and in this context, Close has performed a 9 dimensional spin model thought experiment. This is a brief introduction only of the principles. This is not meant to be a proof, as we are supplying far too little detail, which would require a minimum another 10,000 to 25,000 words. This detail is already available experiment has been done and will be published Essentially, we have replicated the 9 dimensional spin findings with a thought By not automatically rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the resolution of our current technology.
We have demonstrated mathematically that the electron cannot be a perfect sphere. The spherical electron not exceed the velocity of light and therefore we conclude that, either electrons are not spherical, or the velocity of light c is exceeded. Although the concept of multidimensional time may suggest that c should be addressed relative 1t, and in a 9D finite reality 1t constant c, a far more parsimonious hypothesis is that electrons are not uniformly spherical in 3S 1t, and knowing the calculations for electron mixing angles are based on 9D and applying possible multidimensional time it may imply that e=mc 2 could be 1t and that it may need modification relative to other dimensional replication of the 9 dimensional spin findings with a thought
The goal of scientific investigation is to understand the nature of the reality. A thought experiment allows us a way to understand quantum reality, and in this context, Close has l spin model thought experiment. This is a brief introduction only of the principles. This is not meant to be a proof, as we are supplying far too little detail, which would require a minimum another 10,000 to 25,000 words. This detail is already available as the experiment has been done and will be published Essentially, we have replicated the 9 dimensional spin findings with a thought | Page 348-360
By not automatically rejecting a contradictory result, but looking for we have found a way to logically and mathematically determine the structure of the electron at a scale far below the Whereas these are simple preliminary analyses, these proposals apparently solve this ith it, we have also postulated some remarkable and novel implications. We cannot "prove" this using conventional Quantum Mechanics because some calculations generate "impossible" velocities above the speed of light, though it may be balanced by symmetrically equivalent negative velocities below the light speed. But physics does not allow this theoretical
We have demonstrated mathematically that the electron cannot be a perfect sphere. The spherical electron not exceed the velocity of light and therefore we conclude that, either electrons are not spherical, or the velocity of light c is exceeded. Although the concept of multidimensional time may suggest that c should be addressed relative 1t, and in a 9D finite reality 1t constant c, a far more parsimonious hypothesis is that electrons are not uniformly spherical in 3S-1t.
1t, and knowing the are based on 9D and applying possible multidimensional could be 1t and that it may need modification relative to other dimensional replication of the 9 dimensional spin findings with a thought
The goal of scientific investigation is to understand the nature of the reality. A thought experiment allows us a way to understand quantum reality, and in this context, Close has l spin model thought experiment. This is a brief introduction only of the principles. This is not meant to be a proof, as we are supplying far too little detail, which would require a minimum another 10,000 to 25,000
as the experiment has been done and will be published Essentially, we have replicated the 9 dimensional spin findings with a thought experiment.
intrinsic angular momentum equivalent to that caused by o closely examine the difference between the apparent behavior of a 3 object on the macro and the behavior of a quantum object like an electron or proton.
those readily available to our senses, and around more than one axis, those axes must be mutually orthogonal.
an intrinsic angular momentum implies that elementary particles must be spinning in more than three dimensions.
arbitrary choice for convenience in our thought experiments, we know that in the real world of particle physics, the forces of electromagnetic fields, created by the motion of charged particles, act at right angles to the direction of th of the charged particles that generate them. With fermions, we are dealing with charged particles. Also, spin around two or more non axes would result in an asymmetrical and unstable spinning object. We therefore have compelling reasons assumptions are correct.
dimensions are needed to produce the observed intrinsic ½ spin? We start with a symmetrically rotating object in a given configuration, call it the "original" configurati has occurred when the object has returned to its original configuration, with every point on and within it, in its original position relative to the reference frame of observation. experimen globe spinning on a horizontal axis. You have marked an X on the equator of the globe. Then suppose an external force is applied, causing the globe to also spin around a second axis oriented at 90 degrees to the fi have a globe spinning around two axes, a 3 dimensional object rotating about 2 orthogonal experiment.
To understand how a particle can have an intrinsic angular momentum equivalent to that caused by one closely examine the difference between the apparent behavior of a 3 object on the macro and the behavior of a quantum object like an electron or proton.
We began with two assumptions:
1. Reality consists of more dimensions than those readily available to our senses, and 2. If a stable elementary particle is rotating around more than one axis, those axes must be mutually orthogonal.
These are justified beca 1. We have postulated that the existence of an intrinsic angular momentum implies that elementary particles must be spinning in more than three dimensions.
2. While orthogonality arbitrary choice for convenience in our thought experiments, we know that in the real world of particle physics, the forces of electromagnetic fields, created by the motion of charged particles, act at right angles to the direction of th of the charged particles that generate them. With fermions, we are dealing with charged particles. Also, spin around two or more non axes would result in an asymmetrical and unstable spinning object. We therefore have compelling reasons assumptions are correct.
The question is: How many additional dimensions are needed to produce the observed intrinsic ½ spin? We start with a symmetrically rotating object in a given configuration, call it the "original" configurati has occurred when the object has returned to its original configuration, with every point on and within it, in its original position relative to the reference frame of observation.
Continuing our spinning experiment, let's start by considering a spherical globe spinning on a horizontal axis. You have marked an X on the equator of the globe. Then suppose an external force is applied, causing the globe to also spin around a second axis oriented at 90 degrees to the fi have a globe spinning around two axes, a 3 dimensional object rotating about 2 orthogonal To understand how a particle can have an intrinsic angular momentum equivalent to that ne-half of one rotation, we must closely examine the difference between the apparent behavior of a 3 object on the macro-scale, like a top or baseball, and the behavior of a quantum object like an electron or proton. began with two assumptions:
Reality consists of more dimensions than those readily available to our senses, and 2. If a stable elementary particle is rotating around more than one axis, those axes must be mutually orthogonal.
2. While orthogonality arbitrary choice for convenience in our thought experiments, we know that in the real world of particle physics, the forces of electromagnetic fields, created by the motion of charged particles, act at right angles to the direction of th of the charged particles that generate them. With fermions, we are dealing with charged particles. Also, spin around two or more non axes would result in an asymmetrical and unstable spinning object. We therefore have compelling reasons to believe that these assumptions are correct.
The question is: How many additional dimensions are needed to produce the observed intrinsic ½ spin? We start with a symmetrically rotating object in a given configuration, call it the "original" configuration. One complete rotation has occurred when the object has returned to its original configuration, with every point on and within it, in its original position relative to the reference frame of observation.
Continuing our spinning t, let's start by considering a spherical globe spinning on a horizontal axis. You have marked an X on the equator of the globe. Then suppose an external force is applied, causing the globe to also spin around a second axis oriented at 90 degrees to the first axis of rotation. We now have a globe spinning around two axes, a 3 dimensional object rotating about 2 orthogonal www.neuroquantology.com To understand how a particle can have an intrinsic angular momentum equivalent to that half of one rotation, we must closely examine the difference between the apparent behavior of a 3-dimensional spinning scale, like a top or baseball, and the behavior of a quantum-scale spinning object like an electron or proton. began with two assumptions:
Reality consists of more dimensions than those readily available to our senses, and 2. If a stable elementary particle is rotating around more than one axis, those axes must be These are justified because:
1. We have postulated that the existence of an intrinsic angular momentum implies that elementary particles must be spinning in more 2. While orthogonality was adopted as an arbitrary choice for convenience in our thought experiments, we know that in the real world of particle physics, the forces of electromagnetic fields, created by the motion of charged particles, act at right angles to the direction of th of the charged particles that generate them. With fermions, we are dealing with charged particles. Also, spin around two or more nonaxes would result in an asymmetrical and unstable spinning object. We therefore have to believe that these
The question is: How many additional dimensions are needed to produce the observed intrinsic ½ spin? We start with a symmetrically rotating object in a given configuration, call it the on. One complete rotation has occurred when the object has returned to its original configuration, with every point on and within it, in its original position relative to the reference frame of observation.
Continuing our spinning-object thought t, let's start by considering a spherical globe spinning on a horizontal axis. You have marked an X on the equator of the globe. Then suppose an external force is applied, causing the globe to also spin around a second axis oriented rst axis of rotation. We now have a globe spinning around two axes, a 3 dimensional object rotating about 2 orthogonal www.neuroquantology.com 357 To understand how a particle can have an intrinsic angular momentum equivalent to that half of one rotation, we must closely examine the difference between the dimensional spinning scale, like a top or baseball, scale spinning began with two assumptions:
Reality consists of more dimensions than those readily available to our senses, and 2. If a stable elementary particle is rotating around more than one axis, those axes must be 1. We have postulated that the existence of an intrinsic angular momentum implies that elementary particles must be spinning in more was adopted as an arbitrary choice for convenience in our thought experiments, we know that in the real world of particle physics, the forces of electromagnetic fields, created by the motion of charged particles, act at right angles to the direction of the motion of the charged particles that generate them. With fermions, we are dealing with charged particles.
-orthogonal axes would result in an asymmetrical and unstable spinning object. We therefore have to believe that these
The question is: How many additional dimensions are needed to produce the observed intrinsic ½ spin? We start with a symmetrically rotating object in a given configuration, call it the on. One complete rotation has occurred when the object has returned to its original configuration, with every point on and within it, in its original position relative to the object thought t, let's start by considering a spherical globe spinning on a horizontal axis. You have marked an X on the equator of the globe. Then suppose an external force is applied, causing the globe to also spin around a second axis oriented rst axis of rotation. We now have a globe spinning around two axes, a 3-dimensional object rotating about 2 orthogonal www.neuroquantology.com To understand how a particle can have an intrinsic angular momentum equivalent to that half of one rotation, we must closely examine the difference between the dimensional spinning scale, like a top or baseball, scale spinning
Reality consists of more dimensions than 2. If a stable elementary particle is rotating around more than one axis, those axes must be 1. We have postulated that the existence of an intrinsic angular momentum implies that elementary particles must be spinning in more was adopted as an arbitrary choice for convenience in our thought experiments, we know that in the real world of particle physics, the forces of electromagnetic fields, created by the motion of charged particles, e motion of the charged particles that generate them. With fermions, we are dealing with charged particles. orthogonal axes would result in an asymmetrical and unstable spinning object. We therefore have to believe that these
The question is: How many additional dimensions are needed to produce the observed intrinsic ½ spin? We start with a symmetrically rotating object in a given configuration, call it the on. One complete rotation has occurred when the object has returned to its original configuration, with every point on and within it, in its original position relative to the object thought t, let's start by considering a spherical globe spinning on a horizontal axis. You have marked an X on the equator of the globe. Then suppose an external force is applied, causing the globe to also spin around a second axis oriented rst axis of rotation. We now -dimensional object rotating about 2 orthogonal axes (n = 3, m = 2): Imagine horizontal axis, its supporting framework sitting at the center of a merry a room. The globe is centered on the platform so that the second axis of rotation can be visualized as a vertical extension of the axis of the merry round, passing through the center of the globe. Assume that we can set constant rates of rotati and we set both the globe and the merry round spinning at the same rate, say 90 second. As an observer, you are sitting in the room looking at the globe as it spins, while the round platform is also spinning. So, from your relatively stationary point of view, the globe is spinning around its own horizontal axis, while also spinning around a second vertical axis with the merry-go-round. You start with the X facing you. As a result of the combination of the rotations around two axes, the relative to your stationary position may surprise you. You will see that the X returns to your observation point after only two 90 around its axis. While the globe was rotating , the merry-go-round will also have rotated , so the X will be back where it started relative to your point of observation in two seconds (two 90° rotations), but all of the points on the globe will not be back in their original positions until two more 90 .
Our purpose here is to test the hypothesis that elementary particles are spinning in more than the dimensions of our limited powers of observation, and see how this affects observations in three dimensions.
Empirically, we note that a complete rotation of the globe will round and the globe are not rotating at exactly the same rate, and the X may return to the original point many times before one complete revolution of the object has occurred. For example, if the merrythe rate of the globe's rotation around its primary axis, it will take two revolutions of the globe to accomplish one complete rotation as defined above. If the platform is rotating at 1/4 the rate of the globe's rotation around its axis, it will requir four revolutions. Fortunately, we will not have to worry about different rates of rotation when we take our thought experiment to the quantum scale, because, thanks to Planck's discovery, we can normalize our measurement units to the standard of a quantum of energy. A quantum of energy will produce a quantum of rotation, and a axes (n = 3, m = 2): Imagine horizontal axis, its supporting framework sitting at the center of a merry-go-round, in the c a room. The globe is centered on the platform so that the second axis of rotation can be visualized as a vertical extension of the axis of the merry round, passing through the center of the globe. Assume that we can set constant rates of rotati and we set both the globe and the merry round spinning at the same rate, say 90 second. As an observer, you are sitting in the room looking at the globe as it spins, while the round platform is also spinning. So, tationary point of view, the globe is spinning around its own horizontal axis, while also spinning around a second vertical axis round. You start with the X facing you. As a result of the combination of the rotations around two axes, the movement of the X relative to your stationary position may surprise you. You will see that the X returns to your observation point after only two 90 around its axis. While the globe was rotating round will also have rotated , so the X will be back where it started relative to your point of observation in two rotations), but all of the points on the globe will not be back in their original positions until two more 90°r e is to test the hypothesis that elementary particles are spinning in more than the dimensions of our limited powers of observation, and see how this affects observations in three dimensions.
Empirically, we note that a complete rotation of the globe will take longer if the merry round and the globe are not rotating at exactly the same rate, and the X may return to the original point many times before one complete revolution of the object has occurred. For -go-round is rotating at 1 the rate of the globe's rotation around its primary axis, it will take two revolutions of the globe to accomplish one complete rotation as defined above. If the platform is rotating at 1/4 the rate of the globe's rotation around its axis, it will requir four revolutions. Fortunately, we will not have to worry about different rates of rotation when we take our thought experiment to the quantum scale, because, thanks to Planck's discovery, we can normalize our measurement units to the m of energy. A quantum of energy will produce a quantum of rotation, and a a globe with a horizontal axis, its supporting framework sitting round, in the center of a room. The globe is centered on the platform so that the second axis of rotation can be visualized as a vertical extension of the axis of the merry round, passing through the center of the globe. Assume that we can set constant rates of rotati and we set both the globe and the merry round spinning at the same rate, say 90° second. As an observer, you are sitting in the room looking at the globe as it spins, while the round platform is also spinning. So, tationary point of view, the globe is spinning around its own horizontal axis, while also spinning around a second vertical axis round. You start with the X facing you. As a result of the combination of the movement of the X relative to your stationary position may surprise you. You will see that the X returns to your observation point after only two 90° rotations around its axis. While the globe was rotating round will also have rotated , so the X will be back where it started relative to your point of observation in two rotations), but all of the points on the globe will not be back in their original ° rotations are re is to test the hypothesis that elementary particles are spinning in more than the dimensions of our limited powers of observation, and see how this affects observations in three dimensions.
Empirically, we note that a complete take longer if the merry round and the globe are not rotating at exactly the same rate, and the X may return to the original point many times before one complete revolution of the object has occurred. For round is rotating at 1 the rate of the globe's rotation around its primary axis, it will take two revolutions of the globe to accomplish one complete rotation as defined above. If the platform is rotating at 1/4 the rate of the globe's rotation around its axis, it will requir four revolutions. Fortunately, we will not have to worry about different rates of rotation when we take our thought experiment to the quantum scale, because, thanks to Planck's discovery, we can normalize our measurement units to the m of energy. A quantum of energy will produce a quantum of rotation, and a | Page 348-360 a globe with a horizontal axis, its supporting framework sitting enter of a room. The globe is centered on the platform so that the second axis of rotation can be visualized as a vertical extension of the axis of the merry-goround, passing through the center of the globe. Assume that we can set constant rates of rotation, and we set both the globe and the merry-goper second. As an observer, you are sitting in the room looking at the globe as it spins, while the round platform is also spinning. So, tationary point of view, the globe is spinning around its own horizontal axis, while also spinning around a second vertical axis round. You start with the X facing you. As a result of the combination of the movement of the X relative to your stationary position may surprise you. You will see that the X returns to your rotations around its axis. While the globe was rotating round will also have rotated , so the X will be back where it started relative to your point of observation in two rotations), but all of the points on the globe will not be back in their original rotations are re is to test the hypothesis that elementary particles are spinning in more than the dimensions of our limited powers of observation, and see how this affects Empirically, we note that a complete take longer if the merryround and the globe are not rotating at exactly the same rate, and the X may return to the original point many times before one complete revolution of the object has occurred. For round is rotating at 1/2 the rate of the globe's rotation around its primary axis, it will take two revolutions of the globe to accomplish one complete rotation as defined above. If the platform is rotating at 1/4 the rate of the globe's rotation around its axis, it will require four revolutions. Fortunately, we will not have to worry about different rates of rotation when we take our thought experiment to the quantum scale, because, thanks to Planck's discovery, we can normalize our measurement units to the m of energy. A quantum of energy will produce a quantum of rotation, and a quantum of rotation of the mass of the particle (also quantized) will produce a quantum of angular momentum. and make measurements in first o and finally three planes of observation. Surprisingly, if the globe is rotating in all three dimensions clockwise at the same rate, during one complete rotation of the globe, the X will show up twice in each plane of observation, for a total any one plane of observation. Therefore, if your field of observation is limited to one plane, you will think the globe has gone through a complete rotation with only two 90 underestimate the ang 1/3 its actual value. If your field of observation includes two of the planes of rotation, you will find the angular momentum to be 2/3 the actual value. It is only when you are aware of all three planes of rotation, that you are abl the total angular momentum of the object.
although the number of 90 given axis of rotation during one complete rotation of an object will always be four, the number observed will depend planes the object is rotating in, and how many planes we are able to observe. Since our direct observations are limited by the nature of our physical senses to three dimensions of space and one of time, if a quantum particle is actually spinni have an apparent intrinsic spin momentum. Fortunately, this hypothesis is potentially falsifiable, and you can see that this is correct by using a Rubik's cube as follows: six faces curved so that you have a nearly spherical object with three rows of 12 squares of 4 different colors on its surface that can be rotated in each of three dimensions. This gives you nine distinct challenging, but with fo you can visualize rotations in multiple dimensions, and see how rotations in n dimensions affects observations in 3 dimensions, with n equal to an integer ranging 1 two, or 180 degr So, an observer whose domain of observation is limited to one plane, not knowing that the object is actually rotating in two planes, will find that quantum of rotation of the mass of the particle (also quantized) will produce a quantum of angular momentum. Now, suppose that you can only observe and make measurements in first o and finally three planes of observation. Surprisingly, if the globe is rotating in all three dimensions clockwise at the same rate, during one complete rotation of the globe, the X will show up twice in each plane of observation, for a total of six. So you see only two 90 any one plane of observation. Therefore, if your field of observation is limited to one plane, you will think the globe has gone through a complete rotation with only two 90 underestimate the ang 1/3 its actual value. If your field of observation includes two of the planes of rotation, you will find the angular momentum to be 2/3 the actual value. It is only when you are aware of all three planes of rotation, that you are abl the total angular momentum of the object.
This thought experiment shows that although the number of 90 given axis of rotation during one complete rotation of an object will always be four, the number observed will depend planes the object is rotating in, and how many planes we are able to observe. Since our direct observations are limited by the nature of our physical senses to three dimensions of space and one of time, if a quantum particle is actually spinning in more than three dimensions, it will have an apparent intrinsic spin momentum. Fortunately, this hypothesis is potentially falsifiable, and you can see that this is correct by using a Rubik's cube as follows:
Think of an unmixed Rubik's cube with its six faces curved so that you have a nearly spherical object with three rows of 12 squares of 4 different colors on its surface that can be rotated in each of three dimensions. This gives you nine distinct challenging, but with fo you can visualize rotations in multiple dimensions, and see how rotations in n dimensions affects observations in 3 dimensions, with n equal to an integer ranging 1 Essentially of six 90 two, or 180 degr So, an observer whose domain of observation is limited to one plane, not knowing that the object is actually rotating in two planes, will find that quantum of rotation of the mass of the particle (also quantized) will produce a quantum of angular momentum. Now, suppose that you can only observe and make measurements in first o and finally three planes of observation. Surprisingly, if the globe is rotating in all three dimensions clockwise at the same rate, during one complete rotation of the globe, the X will show up twice in each plane of observation, for a of six. So you see only two 90 any one plane of observation. Therefore, if your field of observation is limited to one plane, you will think the globe has gone through a complete rotation with only two 90 underestimate the angular momentum as 2/6 = 1/3 its actual value. If your field of observation includes two of the planes of rotation, you will find the angular momentum to be 2/3 the actual value. It is only when you are aware of all three planes of rotation, that you are abl the total angular momentum of the object.
This thought experiment shows that although the number of 90 given axis of rotation during one complete rotation of an object will always be four, the number observed will depend planes the object is rotating in, and how many planes we are able to observe. Since our direct observations are limited by the nature of our physical senses to three dimensions of space and one of time, if a quantum particle is actually ng in more than three dimensions, it will have an apparent intrinsic spin momentum. Fortunately, this hypothesis is potentially falsifiable, and you can see that this is correct by using a Rubik's cube as follows:
Think of an unmixed Rubik's cube with its six faces curved so that you have a nearly spherical object with three rows of 12 squares of 4 different colors on its surface that can be rotated in each of three dimensions. This gives you nine distinct planes of rotation. It is challenging, but with focus and concentration, you can visualize rotations in multiple dimensions, and see how rotations in n dimensions affects observations in 3 dimensions, with n equal to an integer ranging 1 Essentially of six 90-two, or 180 degrees, are around any given axis. So, an observer whose domain of observation is limited to one plane, not knowing that the object is actually rotating in two planes, will find that www.neuroquantology.com quantum of rotation of the mass of the particle (also quantized) will produce a quantum of Now, suppose that you can only observe and make measurements in first one, then two, and finally three planes of observation. Surprisingly, if the globe is rotating in all three dimensions clockwise at the same rate, during one complete rotation of the globe, the X will show up twice in each plane of observation, for a of six. So you see only two 90° rotations in any one plane of observation. Therefore, if your field of observation is limited to one plane, you will think the globe has gone through a complete rotation with only two 90° rotations, and ular momentum as 2/6 = 1/3 its actual value. If your field of observation includes two of the planes of rotation, you will find the angular momentum to be 2/3 the actual value. It is only when you are aware of all three planes of rotation, that you are able to calculate the total angular momentum of the object.
This thought experiment shows that although the number of 90° rotations around a given axis of rotation during one complete rotation of an object will always be four, the number observed will depend on how many planes the object is rotating in, and how many planes we are able to observe. Since our direct observations are limited by the nature of our physical senses to three dimensions of space and one of time, if a quantum particle is actually ng in more than three dimensions, it will have an apparent intrinsic spin momentum. Fortunately, this hypothesis is potentially falsifiable, and you can see that this is correct by using a Rubik's cube as follows:
Think of an unmixed Rubik's cube with its six faces curved so that you have a nearly spherical object with three rows of 12 squares of 4 different colors on its surface that can be rotated in each of three dimensions. This gives planes of rotation. It is cus and concentration, you can visualize rotations in multiple dimensions, and see how rotations in n dimensions affects observations in 3 dimensions, with n equal to an integer ranging 1 to -degree rotations, only ees, are around any given axis. So, an observer whose domain of observation is limited to one plane, not knowing that the object is actually rotating in two planes, will find that www.neuroquantology.com quantum of rotation of the mass of the particle (also quantized) will produce a quantum of Now, suppose that you can only observe ne, then two, and finally three planes of observation. Surprisingly, if the globe is rotating in all three dimensions clockwise at the same rate, during one complete rotation of the globe, the X will show up twice in each plane of observation, for a rotations in any one plane of observation. Therefore, if your field of observation is limited to one plane, you will think the globe has gone through a complete rotations, and ular momentum as 2/6 = 1/3 its actual value. If your field of observation includes two of the planes of rotation, you will find the angular momentum to be 2/3 the actual value. It is only when you are aware of all three e to calculate the total angular momentum of the object.
This thought experiment shows that rotations around a given axis of rotation during one complete rotation of an object will always be four, the on how many planes the object is rotating in, and how many planes we are able to observe. Since our direct observations are limited by the nature of our physical senses to three dimensions of space and one of time, if a quantum particle is actually ng in more than three dimensions, it will have an apparent intrinsic spin momentum. Fortunately, this hypothesis is potentially falsifiable, and you can see that this is correct by Think of an unmixed Rubik's cube with its six faces curved so that you have a nearly spherical object with three rows of 12 squares of 4 different colors on its surface that can be rotated in each of three dimensions. This gives planes of rotation. It is cus and concentration, you can visualize rotations in multiple dimensions, and see how rotations in n dimensions affects observations in 3 dimensions, to 9.
degree rotations, only ees, are around any given axis. So, an observer whose domain of observation is limited to one plane, not knowing that the object is actually rotating in two planes, will find that www.neuroquantology.com quantum of rotation of the mass of the particle (also quantized) will produce a quantum of Now, suppose that you can only observe ne, then two, and finally three planes of observation. Surprisingly, if the globe is rotating in all three dimensions clockwise at the same rate, during one complete rotation of the globe, the X will show up twice in each plane of observation, for a rotations in any one plane of observation. Therefore, if your field of observation is limited to one plane, you will think the globe has gone through a complete rotations, and ular momentum as 2/6 = 1/3 its actual value. If your field of observation includes two of the planes of rotation, you will find the angular momentum to be 2/3 the actual value. It is only when you are aware of all three e to calculate
This thought experiment shows that rotations around a given axis of rotation during one complete rotation of an object will always be four, the on how many planes the object is rotating in, and how many planes we are able to observe. Since our direct observations are limited by the nature of our physical senses to three dimensions of space and one of time, if a quantum particle is actually ng in more than three dimensions, it will have an apparent intrinsic spin momentum. Fortunately, this hypothesis is potentially falsifiable, and you can see that this is correct by Think of an unmixed Rubik's cube with its six faces curved so that you have a nearly spherical object with three rows of 12 squares of 4 different colors on its surface that can be rotated in each of three dimensions. This gives planes of rotation. It is cus and concentration, you can visualize rotations in multiple dimensions, and see how rotations in n dimensions affects observations in 3 dimensions, degree rotations, only ees, are around any given axis. So, an observer whose domain of observation is limited to one plane, not knowing that the object is actually rotating in two planes, will find that the object has an "intrinsic" 1/2 of a unit of rotation, and consequently of momentum. Using n to denote the dimensionality of the object, m, the number of axes of rotation, , the number of planes of observation, we have confirmed the results of the thought experiment with n = 3, m = 2 and p = 1. The results of the intrinsic spin of 1/3 and 2/3 in the other thought experiments with n = 3, m = 3 and p = 2, and 3, can be confirm cube in the same way.
This finding is important for two reasons:
It replicates the 9 with eight rotating dimensions.
It markedly clarifies the concept of what the one-half spin number really is. How can we make sense actually cannot. It is another mystery until we accept the reality of additional dimensions.
This thought experiment has great implications for the understanding of the object has an "intrinsic" 1/2 of a unit of rotation, and consequently of to denote the dimensionality the number of axes of rotation, , the number of planes of observation, we have confirmed the results of the thought experiment with n = 3, m = 2 and p = 1. The results of the intrinsic spin of 1/3 and 2/3 in the other thought experiments with n = 3, m = 3 and p = 2, and 3, can be confirmed using the Rubik's cube in the same way.
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From this thought experiment, we can confirm that an elementary particle model composed of three fundamental forms such as inertial mass, energy observed in three dimensions rotates in eight dimensional planes of a nine
So what results do we obtain using this technique for the Cabibbo mixing angle? derived the mixing angle at 13.038 degrees, even closer to the mean empirical finding of 13.04 (to 4 significant figures) ± 0.05 degrees. This is a lengthy derivation and is detailed elsewhere as it involves a detailed appreciation of intrinsic spin and angular momentum, and that in turn requires another lengthy preamble. And these findings can be logically, dimensionometrically and mathematically replicated.
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